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PROVEN ON OVER 20 GLASS FURNACES
Tri-Mer UltraCat Ceramic Filter Systems Are The
New Standard for Glass Furnace Emissions Control
Air-Fuel Emissions
UltraCat catalyst filter system treats particulate, SO2,
HCl, metals and NOx in a single all-in-one system.

Oxy-Fired Furnace Emissions
UltraCat non-catalytic filter system treats particulate,
SO2, HCl and metals in a single integrated system.
• Both systems can be integrated with heat recovery and
electrical power generation superior to ORC.
• UltraCat filters are the only proven ceramic filter, with
more than 7 years of operating history in glass.
• No other filter is made like the UltraCat, or has the
same operating characteristics.

Visit us in booth #405-407

Or contact Kevin Moss, Technical Sales Director
989.321.2991 l kevin.moss@tri-mer.com

Nano-catalyst embedded
in the filter walls destroys NOx

Particulate captured on
the surface; does not
penetrate the surface wall

Polluted
Gas

Air Flow

Inlet gas composition – Particulate PM, Sorbents
for SO2, HCl, NOx + injected ammonia

• Treats any gas flow volume – modules are placed in parallel.
• Multiple modules provide built-in redundancy to ensure
up-time. No “ESP bottleneck.”

• Each module has an inlet damper. If a module is taken

off-line, the other modules treat the entire flow at a
temporary higher pressure with no change in performance.

World’s Largest Supplier of Ceramic Filter Systems

www.tri-mer.com
Since 1960
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Welcome to to the 77th Conference on

Robert Weisenburger Lipetz, MBA
Conference Director
Glass Manufacturing Industry Council

S. K. Sundaram, Ph.D.
ProgramDirector
Alfred University

THANK YOU SPONSORS!
GOLD SPONSOR

Glass Problems (GPC). The 77th Conference
on Glass Problems is devoted to the technical
issues facing professionals responsible for the
successful operations of glass manufacturing
companies.
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The Glass Manufacturing Industry Council (GMIC),
the leading trade association bridging glass
segments, in partnership with Alfred University, the
leading American glass teaching and research institution,
co-organize the conference, with programming direction provided
by an industry advisory board. This partnership of industry, academia, and association oversight
supports a conference that is both relevant and content rich. High standards are enforced for the
technical sessions and the editorially reviewed manuscripts of the proceedings. Participation in
the Conference on Glass Problems continues to grow.
As organizers, we strive to provide one of the most extensive platforms for glass manufacturing industry networking and exhibiting in North America, with comprehensive booth
exhibits, and also hospitality salons, hospitality booths, and social events. Exhibition space
is again sold out. We appreciate the participation and support of the industry’s leading
solutions providers.
Evaluations from 76th GPC provided direction for planning the conference. In response
to your feedback, we gave priority to presentations by manufacturers, and encouraged
solutions providers to co-present with manufacturers, citing actual data from manufacturing facilities. Please help us continue to create a conference that best fits your needs by
completing the online evaluation.

In response to your requests, we have increased technical education opportunities. On Monday, we begin with C. Philip Ross’ popular Introduction to Batch and Furnace Operations,
which is an excellent short course for engineers early in their careers or for solutions providers looking to understand their clients’ concerns. For more experienced engineers, we are
offering the short course, Energy Savings at Glass Furnaces, instructed by Oscar Verheijen
of Celsian Glass & Solar. The third short course on Monday, Glass Defects, is taught by Filip
Janos and Martina Jezikova of Glass Service USA.
As always, we conclude the conference on Thursday with a full-day technical symposium,
Modeling Innovations & Applications in Glass Manufacturing. Organized by GMIC’s glass
manufacturing and supplier members, this full-length symposium brings together some of
the leading experts in the field providing in-depth education on the latest modeling technologies to support critical processes and address current challenges in glass manufacturing.
Thank you for enriching the 77th Conference on Glass Problems with your participation.
We trust you will find it a valuable and rewarding experience.
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WHO IS GMIC

ALFRED UNIVERSITY

The Glass Manufacturing Industry Council (CMIG) is a trade association
of the glass industry that includes among its members, representatives
of all four sectors: container, fiber, flat, and specialty glass companies as
well as leading suppliers to the industry, research institutes, and industry
experts. Our goal is to promote the interest, growth, and sustainability of
the glass industry. GMIC does for individual companies what they can’t
easily do on their own – provide technical education, coordinate technical initiatives, advocate with law makers, and promote the usage and
image of glass products as a vital part of society around the globe.

The Kazuo Inamori School of Engineering at Alfred University (AU) is a
leader in glass and ceramic education. Established in 1900 as the New
York State School of Clayworking, the School has a long-standing history
of providing industry a workforce well-educated in the manufacturing of
glass and ceramic materials. Today, the School offers BS and MS degrees in
five disciplines: Biomaterials Engineering, Ceramic Engineering, Glass Engineering Science, General Materials Science and Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering as well as doctoral degrees in the materials disciplines.

If you are a glass industry manufacturer, supplier, or research organization, and you are not presently a member, we encourage you to
join GMIC now to ensure the vitality of the industry through your support of the industry’s trade association. Membership dues are based
on company size and category. Contact GMIC’s Executive Director,
Robert Weisenburger Lipetz, for full information.

GMIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Brian Naveken, TECO; President; Steve Weiser, O-I, Immediate Past;
Rob Hofman, Roman Manufacturing; Vice President; Andrew Zamurs,
Rio Tinto Mineral, Treasurer; Robert Weisenburger Lipetz; GMIC;
Secretary

GMIC BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Aaron Huber, Johns Manville; Andrew Richardson, Linde; Bruno
Purnode, Owens Corning; Dave Ulmer, SORG Services, USA; Elmer Sperry, Libbey; Euan Evenson, Praxair, Inc.; Keith Bagarus, RoviSys, Inc.; Ken
Bratton, Emhart Glass; Kevin Cook, Elster Thermal Solutions; Martin
Goller, Corning Incorporated; Rajiv Tiwary, PPG; Steve Badger, Pittsburgh Corning; Steve Olesen, World Kitchen; Susan Torlina, Anheuser
Busch; Yuri Vulfson, Hollingsworth & Vose Fiber Company

GMIC STAFF
Robert Weisenburger Lipetz, Executive Director
Donna M. Banks, Executive Assistant

CONTACT GMIC
600 N. Cleveland Avenue, Suite 210, Westerville, OH 43082
+1-614-523-3033 | info@gmic.org | www.gmic.org

GMIC MISSION
Facilitate, organize and promote the interests, economic growth and sustainability of the glass industry through education and cooperation in the
areas of technology and the environment.

The School also serves industry by advancing the forefront of ceramics and
glass research. In addition to maintaining an active portfolio of federally
funded research, the faculty routinely collaborate with industry or projects
ranging from fundamental research through product/process development. Interactions with industry are conducted through the Center for Advanced Ceramic Technology (CACT) and the Center for High Temperature
Characterization (CHTC). The CACT facilitates collaboration between industry and academia with the goal of creating economic impact for the CACT’s
industrial partners. The CHCT is a user facility that provides research unparalleled access to equipment designed for characterizing materials in
the situ at high temperatures.
More information about the Kazuo Inamori School of Engineering:
http://engineering.alfred.edu
Doreen Edwards, Dean, Inamori School of Engineering
Alfred University, dedwards@alfred.edu
S.K. Sundaram, Inamori Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
Alfred University, sundaram@alfred.edu

GPC ADVISORY BOARD
Adam Polcyn, PPG
Andrew Zamurs, Rio Tinto Minerals
Bruno Purnode, Owens Corning
Elmer Sperry, Libbey
Glenn Neff, Glass Service USA, Inc.
James Uhlik, TECO
Jan Schepp, O-I, Inc.
Kenneth Bratton, Emhart Glass
Larry McCloskey, Anchor Hocking
Laura Lowe, HarbinsonWalker International
Martin Goller, Corning, Incorporated
Phillip Tucker, Johns Manville
Robert Lipetz, GMIC
S.K. Sundaram, Alfred University
Uyi Iyoha, Praxair, Inc.

PUBLICATION OF THE 77TH GPC PROCEEDINGS
Registered attendees of the 77th Conference on Glass Problems will receive a pre-published electronic copy of the proceedings
following the conference.
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sign up by october 2nd at glassproblemsconference.org to save

Refractories formulated for a world of glassmaking
applications
Serving the glassmaking industry with time-honored craftsmanship, world class innovation, and
service to our customers.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feeder expendables
Metering spout systems
Forehearth and distributor shapes
Custom / special application refractories
Cements and insulations
Hand glass industry

www.bucheremhartglass.com
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77th Conference on Glass Problems
SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
Monday, November 7, 2016
11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
12:00 – 5:00 p.m.
12:00  – 5:00 p.m.
1:00 – 4:30 p.m.
12:00 – 5:00 p.m.
5:00 – 5:30 p.m.
5:00 – 11:00 p.m.

Registration
Student Plant Tour
Fundamentals of Batch and Furnace
Operations
Glass Defects
Energy Savings at Glass Furnaces
Student Meeting
Hospitality Suites at Hilton

Tuesday, November 8, 2016
7:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
8:00 – 8:45 a.m.
9:00 – 10:30 a.m.
10:30 – 11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
12:30 – 2:00 p.m.
2:00 – 4:30 p.m.

Registration
Exhibiting
Operations Session
Exhibiting
Controls Session
Lunch & Exhibiting
Energy Session

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2016
6 p.m. 		

GPC ADVISORY BOARD DINNER MEETING

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016
12 – 5:00 p.m.
				

STUDENT PLANT TOUR –
HOLOPHANE CORPORATION

SHORT COURSES
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016
12 – 5:00 p.m.
FUNDAMENTALS OF BATCH AND FURNACE OPERATIONS TO
BATCH AND FURNACE OPERATIONS – Elijah Pierce A
Instructor: C. Philip Ross, President, Glass Industry Consulting
International (GICI) – The course is an introduction to the
principles of commercial glass production employed in Batch &
Furnace operations by U.S. Glass producers. Raw Materials, Glass
Technology & Properties, Melting Furnaces, and Environmental
Issues will all be touched upon. Suggested attendees could be
vendors or newer individuals to glass manufacturing seeking an
introduction to the issues faced in glass production.
ENERGY SAVINGS AT GLASS FURNACES – Elijah Pierce B
Instructor: Oscar Verheijen, Ph.D., Senior Consultant, CelSian
Glass & Solar B.V. – The short course provides an overview of
tools to identify and quantify the energy savings potential of
glass furnaces. These tools include various simulation tools,
dedicated industrial measurements, and special sensors. The
course will be based on a series of industrial examples.
1 – 4:30 p.m.

GLASS DEFECTS – Edna Boies Hopkins

PART 1: BUBBLE ANALYSIS
Instructor: Filip Janos, Glass Service USA, Inc.
PART 2: SOLID DEFECTS ANALYSIS
Instructor: Martina Jezikova, Glass Service USA, Inc.
6

4:30 – 5:30 p.m.
7:30 – 11:00 p.m.

Exhibiting
Hospitality Suites at Hilton

Wednesday, November 9, 2016
7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
8:00 – 9:00 a.m.
9:00 – 10:00 a.m.
10:00 – 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
12:00 – 1:30 p.m.
1:30 – 3:30 p.m.
4:00 – 5:00 p.m.

Registration
Exhibiting
Meeting Session
Exhibiting
Modeling and Forming Session
Lunch & Exhibiting
Refractories Session
GMIC Member Meeting

Thursday, November 10, 2016
7:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Registration
Modeling Innovations and
Applications in Glass Manufacturing

This short course addresses many aspects regarding the
detection and analyses of glass defects and the sources and
mechanisms of glass fault formation. Additionally, the short
course will review the possible source of these defects in general glass production facilities with special attention regarding
float, container, fiber, tableware, and other glasses.
Audience: The short course is meant for entrants in the glass
industry, including glass technologists and scientists, suppliers,
or as extra education for even experienced engineers in the
glass industry. The objective is to receive a better understanding of glass production defect identification and their
possible causes
5 – 5:30 p.m.

STUDENT MEETING – Edna Boies Hopkins

5 – 11:00 p.m

HOSPITALITY SUITES AT HILTON

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2016
8 – 8:45 a.m.
EXHIBITING
8:45 – 9 a.m.
OPENING REMARKS
				
– Robert Weisenburger Lipetz, Conference
					 Director, Glass Manufacturing Industry
					 Council
				
– S. K. Sundaram, Program Director,
					 Alfred University
9 – 9:30 a.m
KEY NOTE ADDRESS
C. Phillip Ross, Glass Industry Consulting – A Perspective on the
GPC and it’s Relevance to the Glass Manufacturing Industry
9:30 – 10:30 a.m.
TECHNICAL SESSION: OPERATIONS
Session Chairs: Elmer Sperry, Libbey and Uyi Iyoha, Praxair, Inc.
		 9:30 – 10 a.m.
				
				
				
		

James Uhlik, Director of Technical Services,
Toledo Engineering Co., Inc. – Glass Plant
Audits – Three Case Studies in Glass Production Problems and their Solutions

10 – 10:30 a.m.
				
				

9:30 – 10 a.m.
TECHNICAL SESSION: MELTING
glassproblemsconference.org

David Boothe, President, Allstates Refractory Contractors, LLC – Furnace Operations and
Design Considerations for Longer Campaigns

Session Chairs: Jan Schep, O-I, Inc. and Andrew Zamurs,
Rio Tinto Minerals

10:30 – 11 a.m.
EXHIBITING
11 – 12:30 p.m.
TECHNICAL SESSION: CONTROLS
Session Chairs: Glenn Neff, Glass Service USA, Inc. and Bruno
Purnode, Owens Corning

		 9:30 – 10 a.m.
				
				
				

		 11 – 11:30 a.m.
				
				
				

Mark Powys, Project Manager, Gallo Glass; &
Erik Muijsenberg, Vice President, Glass
Service, Inc.– Gallo Glass - Energy Reduction with Model Based Predictive Control

		11:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.
				
				
				

David Kuhn, Manager Systems Innovation &
Integration, Corning Incorporated – Smart
Manufacturing for Continuous, HighTechnology Glass Production

10 – 10:30 a.m.
EXHIBITING
10:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.
TECHNICAL SESSION: MODELING AND
				
FORMING
Session Chairs: Ken Bratton, Emhart Glass Research, Inc. and James
Uhlik, Toledo Engineering Co., Inc.

		12 – 12:30 p.m.
				
				
				
				

Peter Hemmann, Ph.D., President, STG
Combustion Control GmbH & Co KG –
Design of Optimal Control Strategy for
Predictive Compensation of Gas Quality
Fluctuations in Glass

12:30 – 2 p.m.
LUNCH
12:30 – 2 p.m.
EXHIBITING
2 – 4:30 p.m.
TECHNICAL SESSION: ENERGY
Session Chairs: Phillip Tucker, Johns Manville and Martin Goller,
Corning Incorporated
		 2 – 2:30 p.m.
				
				
				

Matthias Lindig, Ph.D., Material Scientist,
Nikolas SORG GmbH Lohr – Model Based
Enhanced Regeneration Flow Conditions
for Glass Furnaces

		2:30 – 3 p.m.
				
				
				

Tunc Goruney, Ph.D., Lead Engineer – Energy
& Combustion Systems, Sisecam –Oxy-Fuel
Tableware Furnace with Novel Oxygen - and
Natural Gas Preheating System

		3 – 3:30 p.m.
				
				
				

Stefan Laux, Ph.D., Director R&D, Praxair, Inc.
– Advanced Heat Recovery for Oxy-Fuel
Fired Glass Furnaces with OPTIMELT™ PLUS
Technology

		3:30 – 4 p.m.
				
				

Oscar Verheijen, Ph.D., Senior Consultant,
Celsian Glass & Solar B. V. – Improving
Energy Efficiency of Glass Furnaces

		4 – 4:30 p.m
				
				
				
				

Simone Tiozzo, Junior Project Manager,
Stazione Sperimentale de Vetro – Optimization of Combustion Settings: An Energy
Efficient Approach to the Reduction of
Emissions by Glass Melting Furnaces

4:30 – 5:30 p.m
5:30 – 7:30 p.m.

EXHIBITING
FREE TIME

7:30 – 11 p.m.

HOSPITALITY SUITES AT HILTON

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2016
8 – 9 a.m.
EXHIBITING
9 – 9:30 a.m
KEY NOTE ADDRESS
Peter Garforth, Garforth International LLC, Energy Productivity
Solutions – Corporate Energy Efficiency at a Tipping Point?

Oscar Verheijen, Ph.D., Senior Consultant,
CelSian Glass & Solar B. V. – Impact of
Redox in Industrial Glass Melting and
Importance of Redox Control

		 10:30 – 11 a.m.
				
				
				
				

Alexander Fuchs, Manager Applied Technology, Glass Industry Solutions, Umicore AG&
Co. KG – Fluid Dynamics Analysis Leading to
Innovative Glass Homogenization Device
“ARCtwister”

		11 – 11:30 a.m.
				
				

Holger Kreilkamp, Group Manager “Optics”,
Fraunhofer IPT – Non-isothermal Glass
Molding of Complex LED Optics

11:30 a.m. — 12 p.m. TECHNICAL SESSION: REFRACTORIES
Session Chairs: Laura Lowe, HarbisonWalker International Company
and Larry McCloskey, Anchor Hocking, LLC
		11:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.
				
				
				

Chris Windle, Technical Manager, DSF Refratories & Minerals Ltd – Tin Bath Block Evolution and Future Development: A Case of
Toil, Endeavor, and Fears

12 – 1:30 p.m.
LUNCH
12 – 1:30 p.m.
EXHIBITING
1:30 – 5:30 p.m.
EXHIBITING BREAKDOWN
1:30 – 4 p.m.
TECHNICAL SESSION: REFRACTORIES
Session Chairs: Laura Lowe, HarbisonWalker International Company
and Larry McCloskey, Anchor Hocking, LLC
		 1:30 – 2 p.m.
				
				

Wolf Kuhn, Senior Process Development
Expert – New Oxycombustion Crown Design
for Efficient Flue Gas Heat Recovery

		2 – 2:30 p.m.
				
				

James Crowe, Principle Product Specialist,
Johnson Matthey, PLC – Extending the Life
of Fused Cast Ceramics

		2:30 – 3 p.m.
				
				
				
				

Jean Gael Vuillermet, Ph.D., SEFPRO R&D
Engineer, Saint-Gobain CREE – Nondestructive Analysis of Low Thickness AZS FC Tiles
for High Performance Bottom Paving Solution and Over Coating

		3 – 3:30 p.m.
				
				
				

Dean Thomas, North American Sales, HarbisonWalker International – High Performance
Superstructure Concept for Container Glass
Furnaces

		3:30 – 4 p.m
				
				

Gerald Hunt, Flue Gas Treatment Specialist,
Lhoist North America - Sorbacal® – A Simple
Solution for Acid Gas Compliance

4 – 5 p.m.

GMIC MEMBER MEETING – Battelle Grand

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2016
8 a.m. – 4 p.m.
				

Modeling Innovations & Applications in
Glass Production
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MODELING INNOVATIONS & APPLICATIONS IN GLASS PRODUCTION SYMPOSIUM
Hilton | Emerson Burkhart
Hilton Columbus Downtown, November 10, 2016

Description: The Modeling Innovations and Applications in Glass
Production Symposium is focused on the latest technologies in the
market to support critical processes and address current challenges
in glass manufacturing processes. It provides a forum for the audience to gain technical knowledge and exchange experiences with
each other in support of the advancement and application of glass
modeling technologies.
Audience: Glass Manufacturers, Glass Equipment Suppliers,
Material Suppliers, Process Designers, Design Engineers, CFD
Modelers, and Engineering Service Providers.
Objectives: The participants should come away from the symposium with knowledge of the capabilities and new developments
in modeling technology for glass manufacturing and production.
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
• Chairman: Brian J. Naveken – Furnace Design Engineer,
		 Toledo Engineering Company
• Kevin Fulkerson – Manager of Computer Services, Toledo
		 Engineering Company
• Jong Han – Senior Engineer, Owens Corning
• Aaron Huber – Senior Manager, Furnace Research Group,
		 Process Technology, Johns Manville
• Christopher Hoyle – Vice President-Technical Director, Toledo
		 engineering Company
• Daniel Landrum – Senior Furnace CFD Modeling,
		 Owens-Illinois
• Hossam Metwally – Principle Engineer, ANSYS
• Erik Muijsenberg – Vice President, Glass Service
• Glenn Neff – Vice President, Glass Service
• Oscar Verheijen – Senior Consultant, Celsian Glass & Solar
• Justin Wang – Senior Process Engineer, Guardian Industries
• Robert Weisenburger Lipetz, MBA - Executive Director,
		 Glass Manufacturing Industry Council
SCHEDULE:
8 – 8:30 a.m.
8 – 8:05 a.m.
				
8:05 – 8:30 a.m.
				

PROGRAM I - INTRODUCTION
Welcome – Robert Weisenburger Lipetz,
Glass Manufacturing Industry Council
Brian J. Naveken, Toledo Engineering, Inc.
Overview and History of Modeling

8:30 – 10 a.m.
				
8:30 – 8:55 a.m.
				
				
				
8:55 – 9 a.m.
9 – 9:25 a.m.
				
				

PROGRAM II – COMBUSTION &
EMISSIONS
Xiaoyi He, Ph.D., Air Products – CFD Simulation of Oxygen-Fuel Combustion in Glass
Furnaces: A Perspective From Real World
Applications
Q&A
Julien Pedel, Ph.D., Praxair – CFD Modeling
in Oxy-Fuel Glass Furnaces for Increased
Energy Efficiency and Emissions Education
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9:25 – 9:30 a.m.
9:30 – 10 a.m.

Q&A
BREAK

10 a.m. – 12 p.m.
PROGRAM III – GLASS MODELING
10 – 10:25 a.m.
Aaron Huber, Johns Manville
				
CFD Modeling of All Electric Glass Furnaces
				
10:25 – 10:30 a.m. Q&A
10:30 – 10:55 a.m. Daniel Landrum, Owens-Illinois – Glass
				
Modeling Case Study on a Regenerative Gas
				
Fired Sideport Furnace
10:55 – 11 a.m. Q&A
11 – 11:25 a.m. Stephen Sherlock, Fives Stein – Modeling of
				
Flow and Heat Transfer for an Advanced
				
Forehearth Heating System
				
10:25 – 11:30 a.m Q&A
11:30 – 11:55 a.m. Hossam Metwally, ANSYS – Select Overview
				
of Modeling in the Glass Industry; Forming,
				
Reduced Order Modeling (ROM), and
				
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI)
				
11:55 a.m. – 12 p.m. Q&A
12 p.m. – 1 p.m. LUNCH
1 – 1:30 p.m

PROGRAM IV – MODELING PARAMETERS

1 – 1:25 p.m
				

Erik Muijsenberg, Glass Service
Glass Quality Defined and How it is Modeled

1:25 – 1:30 p.m.
1:30 – 1:55 p.m.
				
				
1:55 – 2 p.m.
2 – 2:25 p.m.
				
				

Q&A
Kevin Fulkerson, Toledo Engineering, Inc.
The Importance of Model Verification Using
Production Data and Multiple CFD Applications
Q&A
Oscar Verheijen, Celsian Glass & Solar
The Added Value of Time Dependent Glass
Furnace Process Simulation

2:25 – 2:30 p.m.

Q&A

2:30 – 3 p.m.

BREAK

3 – 4 p.m.
				
3 – 3:25 p.m.
				
				
				
3:25 – 3:30 p.m
3:30 – 3:55 p.m.
				
				
				
4 p.m		
				

PROGRAM V – BENEFITS, LIMITATIONS &
OTHER CAPABILITES
Jong Han and Patrick Prescott, Owens Corning
Benefits and Challenges of Modeling and
Numerical Simulations of Glass Fiber
Manufacturing Processes
Q&A
Matthias Lindig, Ph.D., Material Scientist,
Nikolas SORG GmbH Lohr – Model Based
Enhanced Regenerator Flow Conditions for
Glass Furnaces
CONCLUDING REMARKS –
Brian J. Naveken, Toledo Engineering, Inc.

HOSPITALITY HOSTS
Hospitality Booth & Salon Hosts

Monday, November 7 | 5 – 11 p.m.
Tuesday, November 8 | 7:30 – 11 p.m.

Lower Level

HB103 HB202

HB203 HB302

HB105 HB204

HB205 HB304

HB107 HB206

HB207 HB306

HB301

HB303

HB305

HB307

Bellows E

HB201 HB300

Bellows F

Hospitality Booths
HB101 HB200

SSOE Engineering

HB15

Air Products

RHI US, Ltd

Bellows B

HB14

BASF Corporation

HB13

Bellows A

Takes place at the
Hilton Columbus
Downtown

HB11

HB12

HB16

Emerson
Burkhart A

Emerson
Burkhart B
Fuse Tech/Hot
Tech Group

Sold

Advanced Control Solutions, Inc.
HB 105, Booth # 401
8750 Resource Park Drive, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
Phone: +1-419-843-4820
www.acistoledo.com
As an integrator of information and control system solutions,
ACSI engineers in both the United States and Europe are
able to provide customers with quality technical engineering,
system design, factory acceptance, installation supervision,
commissioning services, and training. Our knowledge can be
applied to float glass, fiberglass, container glass, tableware,
lighting, tubing, and specialty systems. Types of solutions we
provide are temperature control, DCS replacement, batching
control, glass level control, model predictive control, packaging & sortation control, and production tracking.
Air Products
Bellows F - HS 508
7201 Hamilton Boulevard, Allentown, Pennsylvania 18195
Phone: +1-800-654-4567
www.airproducts.com/glass
Air Products is a global leading industrial gas supplier. Our
proprietary oxygen enrichment and oxy-fuel technologies
can help you increase production, lower fuel consumption,
reduce emissions, extend furnace life, as well as improve
your glass melting, refining and conditioning operations.

Area Impianti Corp
HB 103, Booth # 107
24 15 Queens Plaza North – 11101 – Long Island City,
New York
Phone: +1-718-937-7770
www.areaimpianti.it
Area Impianti designs and installs flue gas treatment and
co-generation turnkey plants worldwide. Our company has
successfully accomplished flue gas filtration systems for
more than 80 glass furnaces. Thanks to an advanced knowhow, we can treat all the pollutants generated from the
glass fusion process, namely: dust, SOx, HCl, HF, metals, and
others. We have also conceived a special solution for the
catalytic treatment of the NOx (DeNOx SCR). Our technology
includes heat recovery system and cogeneration with production of electric power. The company is certified ISO 9001,
14001, OHSAS 18001 UL.
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BASF Corp. Temperature Sensing Products
Bellows B
46820 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, California 94538
Phone: +1-800-490-2150 or +1-510-490-2150
www.catalysts.basf.com/tempsensing
BASF supplies temperature sensing products that increase
profit. Over 60 years of glass industry experience makes BASF
uniquely qualified to provide critical temperature insights for
increased process yields. BASF’s high temperature thermocouples and Exactus® optical pyrometers incorporate technology
breakthroughs which enable more profit from existing production facilities by providing unique temperature measurement
solutions for process critical applications, such as:
• Gob
• Fiberizing disk
• Container mould
• Forehearth
• Fiber glass stream
• Furnace crown and bottom
Canty
HB 107
6100 Donner Road, Buffalo, New York 14094
Phone: +1-716-625-4227
www.jmcanty.com
Using high temperature cameras to measure level, width, temperature, GOB, onion, and other process applications. Fiberglass
stream width and speed. Stone detection for molten glass. Knurl
control to reduce waste.
FlammaTec
HB 202
FlammaTec, spol. s r.o., Rokytnice 60, 755 01 Vsetin,
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 571 498 566
www.flammatec.com
FlammaTec, spol. s r.o. (Czech Republic) and its daughter
company FlammaTec GmbH (Germany) are leading suppliers
of advanced burner technology for glass furnaces. Founded
in 2008 by two partner companies (STG Combustion Control
GmbH & Co KG, and Glass Service, Inc.), FlammaTec has
already supplied well over 2500 burners to 120+ projects on
float, container, tableware, and special glass furnaces.
FlammaTec burners offered:
• Underport Gas Injector, Flex, or Freejet
• Underport Gas/Oil Dual Injector, Flex, or Freejet
• Underport Heavy Oil Injector (also for backup
		 solutions)
• Sideport Gas Injector
• New Oxy/Gas Burner
• Safety skids and control panels
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Fosbel, Inc.
HB 304, HB 306
20600 Sheldon Road, Brook Park, Ohio 44142
Phone: +1-216 362 3900
www.fosbel.com
Fosbel provides innovative glass furnace maintenance solutions. Fosbel offers a wide range of repair and inspection services and has conducted more than 2,500 repairs to virtually
every type of glass furnace around the world. In addition to
ceramic welding technology to repair refractory at operating
temperature, Fosbel has also developed many innovative
hot repair solutions including port floor restoration, checker
cleaning, dual crown overcoating and hot bottom repairs.
Fosbel’s experienced engineers and technicians are familiar
with almost any furnace condition, and repairs are conducted in an effective and efficient manner, providing improved
energy efficiency while minimizing production downtime.
Frazier-Simplex, Inc.
HB 101, Booth # 3
P.O. Box 493, 436 East Beau Street, Washington,
Pennsylvania 15301
Phone: +1-724-225-1100
www.frazier-simplex.com
Frazier-Simplex, Inc. has provided state-of-the-art batch
chargers and innovative furnace design and glass production equipment since its founding in 1918 in Washington,
Pa., USA. The company strives to continuously provide
glass industry with expertise of batch charging equipment,
design and engineering for glass furnace and furnace rebuild,
turnkey solutions to a number of glass production for glass
tubing, fibers, and other specialty glass products, as well as
design and engineering expertise to a growing business of
solid waste processing and hazardous waste disposal and
vitrification.
Fuse Tech/Hot Tech Group
Emerson Burkhart B - HS 510
3400 Silica Road, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
Phone: +1-419-841-9323
www.fusetech.com
Fuse Tech’s core business is ceramic welding and refractory
repair on both cold and hot furnaces. We also have equipment to photograph inside the furnace for use in damage
and operation evaluation. Through the use of high pressure
water lasers, Fuse Tech is able to remove debris from port
sills as well as the tops of checker packs and flues and tunnels. Hot Tech will help you with your refractory and operational problems. Specializing in drilling, rebuilds, hot repairs,
cold repairs, diamond chain sawing, burner block replacements, and overcoats. Fuse Tech/Hot Tech also is a source
for consulting on furnace operation and refractory problems.

HOSPITALITY HOSTS
Glass Service, Inc.
HB 200
3340 SE Federal Highway, #200, Stuart, Florida 34997
Phone: +1-772 287 6061
www.gsl.cz
Glass Service, Inc. (GS) is a leading global consultant specializing in glass melting/conditioning, furnace control, operation, troubleshooting, and furnace design optimization. GS
has developed the successful expert system, ES III, which has
become the leading platform for fully automatic furnace and
forehearth control, providing significant cost savings to glass
production. Another development of GS, furnace modeling
software GFM 4 optimizes furnace design and doubles as a
successful troubleshooting tool. The GS laboratory performs
defect analyses, and utilizes basic and applied research in
its melt testing facilities. Headquarters located in Czech
Republic, with offices in Netherlands, Slovakia, United States,
and China.
Henry F. Teichmann, Inc.
HB 14
3009 Washington Road, McMurray, Pennsylvania 15317
Phone: +1-724-941-9550
www.hft.com
Henry F. Teichmann, Inc. started servicing the glass industry
in 1947. Our engineering, technical service, purchasing, construction and project management team is committed to providing turnkey services for batch plants, complete glass plants,
electric furnaces, container glass furnaces, float glass furnaces,
fiber glass furnaces, foam glass furnaces, sodium silicate furnaces, pressed glass melting services, TV glass furnaces, hand
glass processes, tableware and lighting products. In our 68
years we have serviced over 1,000 projects worldwide. Our
engineering staff has provided furnace designs utilizing regenerative package furnace, cross-fire furnace, end-fire furnace,
electric furnace and oxy-fuel melter technologies.
Lilja Corp.
HB 205, HB 207
229 Rickenbacker Circle, Livermore, California 94551
Phone: +1-925-455-2300
www.liljacorp.com
Lilja Corp. is an assertive leader in industrial and glass furnace construction. Our managers, supervisors and craftsmen
are known industry wide for their high standards, performing
quality work, meeting project schedules and a commitment
to a safe working environment. We are a full service general
engineering contractor, specializing in the construction of
processing, manufacturing and warehousing facilities, glass
melting furnaces and all related systems and industries. Lilja
Corp., has been serving the needs of the glass industry for
over 35 years. With offices located in the US and Canada.

Magneco/Metrel, Inc.
HB 307
233 W. Interstate Road, Addison, Illinois 60101
Phone: +1-630-543-6660
www.magneco-metrel.com
MMI has developed a family of refractory monolithic products referred to as “Metpump” for glass furnace applications.
MMI’s unique cement-free colloidal silica (sol-gel) bonded
monolithic refractory products offer an alternative to the
electrofused cast blocks for the glass furnace. Metpump
products can be used in five different applications: 1) major
repairs of the melter and regenerator 2) full or partial crown
construction or repair 3) partial construction of the furnace
4) minor repairs of the melter and regenerator 5) full construction of the furnace.
Praxair, Inc.
HB 204, HB 206
39 Old Ridgebury Road, Danbury, Connecticut 06810
Phone: 1-800-PRAXAIR
www.praxair.com
Praxair has extensive oxy-fuel combustion experience in the
glass industry. Praxair’s technologies can provide substantial fuel savings, increased productivity and product quality,
reduced NOx emissions and alkali volatilization, and prolonged furnace campaigns.
Offerings, such as Praxair’s OPTIMELT™ Thermochemical
Regenerator system can help recover waste energy by preheating fuel and endothermically reacting the fuel with the
carbon dioxide and steam in recycled flue gas. This converts
fuel into hot syngas, allowing you to use 20% to 30% less fuel
to melt glass, compared to oxy-fuel and air-fuel glass furnaces.
Praxair also supplies atmospheric, process and specialty
gases, high performance coatings, and related services.
RHI US Ltd.
Bellows A - HS 505
3956 Virginia Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
Phone: +1-513-753-1254
www.rhi-ag.com
RHI AG is the market and technology world leader for highgrade ceramic refractory materials, and the only global
Refractories supplier to offer products for ALL aggregates of
the basic industry. A global player with Austrian roots, RHI
employs roughly 8,000 people worldwide at 32 production
sites in Europe, North America, Latin America, South Africa
and China, with sales offices on four continents. The RHI
umbrella includes brands such as Didier, Veitscher, Radex,
Dolomiti Franchi, and Interstop. Recently RHI, launched
“Glass Services” which offers smart solutions and expert services for glass production beyond Refractories.
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HOSPITALITY HOSTS
RoviSys
HB 301, HB 303, HB 305, Booth # 410
1455 Danner Drive, Aurora, Ohio 44202
Phone: +1-330-995-8103
www.rovisys.com
Engineering process control and information solutions for
the glass industry. We offer solutions on all major platforms
and technologies to meet your facility and corporate needs.
From your batch house through your hot end, and in your
warehouse, RoviSys has improved glass manufacturing
worldwide for over 20 years.
SEFPRO
HB 201, HB 203, HB 300, HB 302
9200 Shelbyville Road, Suite 531, Louisville, Kentucky
40222
Phone: +1-502-329-7605
www.sefpro.com
SEFPRO is glad to support glassmakers’ success by delivering
top quality refractory products and services that give you the
advantage. Thanks to our worldwide network and outstanding innovation power, you can trust us for meeting your ever
evolving needs. Tell us about your projects – working together, we can and will make the difference
SSOE Group
Bellows E - HS 507
1001 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43604
Phone: +1-567-218-2234
www.ssoe.com
SSOE Group is a full service engineering company and your
resource for Glass Plant Engineering from start to finish.
Experience spans decades and includes projects with every
major glass manufacturer. Our capabilities span a complete
range of services, from the batch house through furnace,
productions line, packaging, utilities, and environmental.
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ONLINE GPC CONFERENCE EVALUATION
Help us improve the value of the Conference on Glass
Problems by filling out the online evaluation.
We continually strive to improve the quality of
the conference. Your feedback will be carefully
considered by the GPC Advisory Board in
designing future conferences.
Please go to the website address below for this brief
conference evaluation.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/77_GPC_Attendees

Online Conference Evaluation (for exhibitors only)
If you presented a daytime exhibit booth at the
77th Conference on Glass Problems, we would
appreciate your feedback to help us continue to
improve the exhibiting opportunity. (This survey is
for exhibitors only)
Please go to the website address below for this brief evaluation.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/77_GPC_Exhibits
Online Conference Evaluation (for hospitality suites
hosts only)
If you presented a hospitality booth or salon at
the 77th Conference on Glass Problems, we would
appreciate your feedback to help us continue to
improve the opportunity. (This survey is for hospitality suite
hosts only)
Please go to the website address below for this brief evaluation.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/77_GPC_Hospitality
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO PROVIDE YOUR
FEEDBACK ON THE CONFERENCE, EXHIBITING, AND
HOSPITALITY SUITES.

EXHIBITORS
Tuesday, November 8 | 8 – 9 a.m.
Wednesday, November 9 | 8 – 9 a.m.
			
10:30 – 11 a.m.		
10 – 10:30 a.m.
77th Conference on Glass
			
12:30 – 2 p.m.		
12 –Problems
1:30 p.m.
			
4:30 – 5:30 p.m.
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Advanced Control Solutions, Inc.
Booth # 401, HB 105
8750 Resource Park Drive, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
Phone: +1-419-843-4820
www.acistoledo.com
As an integrator of information and control system
solutions, ACSI engineers in both the United States and
Europe are able to provide customers with quality technical engineering, system design, factory acceptance, installation supervision, commissioning services, and training.
Our knowledge can be applied to float glass, fiberglass,
container glass, tableware, lighting, tubing, and specialty
systems. Types of solutions we provide are temperature
control, DCS replacement, batching control, glass level
control, model predictive control, packaging & sortation
control, and production tracking.
Allstates Refractory Contractors, LLC
Booth # 202
PO Box 256, Waterville, Ohio 43566
Phone: +1-419-878-4691
www.allstatesrefractory.com
Allstates Refractory Contractors, LLC is a full service industrial process general contractor serving the glass, metals and
petrochemical industries. We have the best safety record
in our market segment and currently have three licensed
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Sold

safety professionals on staff to assure our customers of our
commitment to a safe work environment. Our staff is highly
regarded as experts in the online repair of melting and heat
treatment furnaces and ovens.

American Ceramic Society, The
Booth # 412
600 N. Cleveland Ave., Ste. 210, Westerville, Ohio 43082
Phone: +1-866-721-3322
www.ceramics.org
The American Ceramic Society is the leading professional
membership organization for ceramic and glass materials scientists, engineers, researchers, manufacturers, plant personnel, educators, and students. The Society serves more than
10,000 members worldwide.
American Glass Research
Booth # 8
603 Evans City Road Butler, Pennsylvania 16001
Phone: +1-724-482-2163
www.americanglassresearch.com
American Glass Research, an independent, research, consulting and analytical laboratory, offers expertise in testing, breakage diagnosis, design analysis, training, glass composition,
heavy metal analysis, product liability and auditing for glass
container industry.
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EXHIBITORS
Ametek Land, Inc.
Booth # 305
150 Freeport Rd., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15238
Phone: +1-412-826-4444
www.landinst.com
Building on more than twenty years of thermal imaging experience, AMETEK Land has continued to widen its range of temperature measurement solutions with the NIR Borescope. The
NIR Borescope makes it possible to use the proven technology of
the NIR Thermal Imager to accurately image the temperature of
the entire area with only a small opening in the wall of glass melt
tanks. The NIR-b offers continuous, thermal imaging with full temperature measurements within the scene. In addition, AMETEK
Land in collaboration with glass industry leaders, has developed a
protective coating to ensure long term product reliability in one of
the harshest instrumentation environments on a glass plant.
Antonini s.r.l.
Booth # 106
Represented in the USA by Argent Enterprises Inc.
Phone: +1-724-499-5800
www.antoninisrl.com
Antonini s.r.l. is an Italian company specialized, from over
60 years, in annealing and decorating lehrs, tempering lines,
mould preheating ovens, and other accessories for hollow
glass industry. Designers, manufacturers, suppliers and
installers of annealing and decorating lehrs, also special lehrs
for glass blocks, toughening and car head lamps.
Represented in the USA by Argent Enterprises Inc.
(+1-724-499-5800; aeinc@windstream.net)
Area Impianti Corp
Booth # 107, HB 103
24 -5 Queens Plaza North – 11101 – Long Island City,
New York
Phone: +1-718-937-7770
www.areaimpianti.it
Area Impianti designs and installs flue gas treatment and
co-generation turnkey plants worldwide. Our company has
successfully accomplished flue gas filtration systems for
more than 80 glass furnaces. Thanks to an advanced knowhow, we can treat all the pollutants generated from the
glass fusion process, namely: dust, SOx, HCl, HF, metals and
others. We have also conceived a special solution for the
catalytic treatment of the NOx (DeNOx SCR). Our technology
includes heat recovery system and cogeneration with production of electric power. The company is certified ISO 9001,
14001, OHSAS 18001 UL
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Argent Enterprises, Inc.
Booth # 104
PO Box 163, Graysville, Pennsylvania 15337-0163 USA
Phone: +1-724-499-5800
www.aeincglass.com
Argent Enterprises Inc., together with its industry partners,
provides services and equipment to the entire glass industry. Antonini – Italy, Area Impianti – Italy, Batisti – Italy,
Falorni – Italy, General Glass Equipment – USA, JSJ Jodeit –
Germany, Lahti Precision – Finland, Longwall Services – USA,
Lubisol – Bulgaria, Motim Fused Cast Refractories – Hungary,
Parkinson – Spencer Refractories – England, Pneumofore –
Italy, TECNO 5 – Italy.
We have 5 table top exhibits at the 77th GPC meeting, please
visit us. Argent Enterprises Inc., is the exclusive agent in the
USA for the following companies:
• Motim Fused Cast Refractories Ltd – Hungary E25
		 Suppliers of AZS materials
• Parkinson Spencer Refractories Ltd – England E29
		 Suppliers of distributor & forehearth systems, and
		 refractory materials.
• Antonini srl – Italy E30, Suppliers of lehrs
Borton-Lawson
Booth # 5
613 Baltimore Drive, Suite 300, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
18702
Phone: +1-570-821-1999
www.borton-lawson.com
Borton-Lawson, a full-service, multi-disciplinary engineering
firm has been providing solutions in the glass industry since
1994. Our projects have ranged in size from full furnace
rebuilds to upgrades or replacements of ancillary systems.
Our design and construction support services encompass all
facets of engineering including civil, structural, refractory,
electrical, mechanical, automation, environmental, surveying,
and procurement and construction administration services.
Our high-value process approach and use of the latest 3D
laser scanning and design technologies makes Borton-Lawson
the right choice to add full-service engineering support to
your project team.
Bruker Nano Surfaces
Booth # 110
61 Daggett Drive, San Jose, California 95134-2109
Phone: +1-520-741-1044
www.bruker.com/3Dmetrology
Bruker is a world-leading manufacturer of metrology and
testing solutions with a suite of technologies for surface
characterization including contact and non-contact surface
profilers, mechanical testers and nanoindenters. Visit us
in booth 110 to see our latest non-contact technology and
hear application stories.

EXHIBITORS
BWF Envirotec, USA
Booth # 502
1800 Worldwide Blvd., Hebron, Kentucky 41048
Phone: +1-859-282-4550
www.bwf-envirotec.us
BWF Envirotec is the world’s leading supplier of filter media
and bags for industrial filtration. As both a needle felt producer and bag fabricator, BWF Envirotec has the unique
ability to match industry characteristics with the properties
of the needle felt ensuring maximum bag performance. In
addition, the standard services offered by our Environmental
Services Division are bag change-outs, leak detection,
mechanical inspections, and process reviews.
Carmeuse Lime & Stone
Booth # 207
11 Stanwix Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
Phone: +1-866-780-0974
www.carmeusena.com
Carmeuse Lime & Stone is a leading manufacturer of lime
and limestone for container glass, float glass, and fiber
glass. Staffed by up to 2,000 employees throughout 28
production facilities in Eastern US and Canada, with North
America operations headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Carmeuse not only offers products, but also value-added
services such as technical support, application support,
and logistics support to optimize glassmaking processes.
Cemtek Environmental
Booth # 208
3041 South Orange Avenue, Santa Ana, California 92707
Phone: +1-714-437-7100
www.cemtecks.com
Cemtek Environmental provides a single source for reliable,
accurate, and cost effective Continuous Emissions Monitoring
Systems (CEMS). Cemtek specializes in CEMS design, integration, field services and spare parts. Our experience includes
all Source and Ambient sections of 40CFR Part 50, 51, 60,
63 and 75 monitoring and reporting requirements as well
as system upgrades, Title V permits, green house gas (GHG)
legislation, RATA support, excess opacity analysis and solutions, particulate monitoring (PM) and mercury CEMS. Please
contact us at 800-400-0200 for a quote on CEMS equipment,
CEMS field service, or CEMS spare parts.

DSF Refractories & Minerals, Ltd.
Booth # 413
Friden, Newhaven, Nr Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 0DX
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 1629 636 271
www.dsf.co.uk
DSF Refractories & Minerals Limited, established in 1892 in
the Derbyshire Peak District, is the largest shaped refractory
manufacturer in the UK. Recognized as one of the world’s
leading suppliers of bonded refractories to the glass industry, products include a wide range of high alumina refractory bricks & shapes based on mullite, andalusite, chamotte,
bauxite, spinel and pure alumina. Shapes are manufactured
by pressing or casting techniques which are then high fired
to give optimum properties in service. The company has a
highly knowledgeable sales & technical team with a determination to provide the best solution for our customers.
Edward Orton Jr. Ceramic Foundation, The
Booth # 414
6991 Old 3C Highway, Westerville, Ohio 43082
Phone: +1-614-895-2663
www.ortonceramic.com
The Edward Orton Jr. Ceramic Foundation manufactures
pyrometric products and thermoanalytical instruments. In
addition, the Foundation operates an independent material testing laboratory specializing in refractory, glass, whiteware, and advanced ceramic materials.
Eurotherm by Schneider Electric
Booth # 309
44621 Guilford Drive Suite 100, Ashburn, Virginia 20147
Phone: +1-703-724-7300
www.eurotherm.com/glassproblems/
Eurotherm by Schneider Electric is a global manufacturer
of instrumentation, systems and services designed for the
efficient operation of industrial processes. Since 1965 the
Eurotherm brand has provided specialized solutions for
the glass industry. Now as part of Schneider Electric we
have an enhanced ability to provide large scale solutions
from beginning to end. Today, we continue to design and
manufacture configurable precision machine, process and
power controllers, and associated data recorders that
enable our customers to get the most from their process.
For the global glass industry we design, build and install
scalable process and power solutions, specifically designed
to aid efficiency and save energy. To safeguard your process we also offer a choice of support level agreements,
for peace of mind throughout the lifetime of your plant.
Eurotherm by Schneider Electric will discuss offerings
based on Eurotherm Power Control (EPower and EPack),
and Process Control (T2750PAC).
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EXHIBITORS
F.I.C. (UK) Limited
Booth # 308
Longrock Industrial Estate, Penzance, Cornwall, TR20 8HX
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1736 366 962
www.fic-uk.com
F.I.C. is the leading technology supplier in melting and
conditioning of ultra, high quality glass. With proven
designs of all sizes of electric furnaces and electro-boost
systems. We have extensive experience in the TFT and
cover glass markets as well as float glass, ‘E’ glass fibre
and all specialist glasses such as borosilicate, high alumina
and zero alkali glasses. We can supply all types of electrodes including tin oxide and molybdenum and associated holders and electrical connection systems. Our High ‘Q’
holder has a removable waterway and our Maxi ‘Q’ holder
is designed to operate continuously in molten glass above
1,600°C and are ideal for top electrode systems as well as
on-the-run replacement for competitors failed holders
Fives Stein Limited
Booth # 6
4A Churchward, Southmead Park, Didcot, Oxon, OX11
7HB, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 1235 811 111
www.Glass.fivesgroup.com
Fives Stein Limited is a leading supplier of engineering
solutions for high quality melting and thermal conditioning for all types of glass. We design, manufacture, install,
commission and service glass plant and equipment tailored to your specific needs.
With over 98 years of experience in a wide range of glass
processes and applications all over the world, we can provide a complete range of services. We provide full support
and training for your teams, on our equipment, to assist
with your full-scale glass production needs.
We are part of the Fives, an industrial engineering group,
who design and supply machines, process equipment and
production lines for the world’s largest industrial groups.
The group has over 8,300 employees worldwide and an
annual turnover in excess of $2 billion.
Frazier-Simplex, Inc.
Booth # 3, HB 101
P.O. Box 493, 436 East Beau Street, Washington,
Pennsylvania 15301
Phone: +1-724-225-1100
www.frazier-simplex.com
Frazier-Simplex, Inc. has provided state-of-the-art batch
chargers and innovative furnace design and glass produc16

tion equipment since its founding in 1918 in Washington,
Pa., USA. The company strives to continuously provide
glass industry with expertise of batch charging equipment,
design and engineering for glass furnace and furnace
rebuild, turnkey solutions to a number of glass production
for glass tubing, fibers, and other specialty glass products,
as well as design and engineering expertise to a growing
business of solid waste processing and hazardous waste
disposal and vitrification.
GEA Group
Booth # 505
9165 Rumsey Road, Columbia, Maryland 21045
Phone: +1-410-997-8700
www.gea.com
GEA offers a variety of integrated designs and technologies for glass furnace emissions. We take a plant-specific
approach to custom design the optimal solution for each particular site. With decades of experience across several industries, we utilize various filtration techniques for particulate
removal and dust transport. For SO2 and other acid gases,
GEA provides several scrubbing techniques using a variety of
configurations and reagents. NOx removal can be provided
in conjunction with particulate removal, with the flexibility to
increase removal rates for future considerations if desired.
Glass Manufacturing Industry Council (GMIC)
Booth # Registration Area
600 N. Cleveland Avenue, Suite 210, Westerville, Ohio 43082
Phone: +1-614-523-3033
www.gmic.org
GMIC is a trade association of the glass industry that includes
among its members, representatives of all four sectors:
Flat, container, fiber and specialty glass companies as well
as leading suppliers to the industry, research institutes and
industry experts. Our goal is to promote the interests and
growth of the glass industry.
Glassworks Hounsell
Booth # 310
Park Lane, Halesowen, West Midlands B63 2QS, United
Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1384 560 666
www.glassworkshounsell.co.uk
Global suppliers of batch charging and wetting systems for
all types of furnaces and glasses. With more than 40 years
in this field and 1,200 machines worldwide we are both
experienced and innovative. Additionally we also provide
electrodes and ancillary equipment used in electric melting
of high quality glasses. Combine all this with our skill set as
specialist precision engineers and any customization requirements are easily achievable.

EXHIBITORS
Global Combustion Systems
Booth # 203
Unit 2, ElphinStone Square, Deans Industrial Estate
Livingston, EH548RG, Scotland, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0)1506 657 310
www.globalcombustion.com
Global Combustion Systems specialize in the design, manufacture service and commissioning of gas, oxygen and fuel oil
combustion control systems which are used in the glass melting process worldwide.
Systems include: Underport, throughport, and side-of-port
burner systems used on regenerative furnaces. Hot air and oxygen burners for unit fired furnaces. Each system is engineered
for the specific requirements of the customer, meeting environmental, production quality and efficiency requirements.
Global Combustion Systems have two technical support
bases, UK and China.

S AV E T H E
D AT E !

Haldor Topsoe
Booth # 206
17629 El Camino Real, Houston, Texas 77058
Phone: +1-281-228-5134
www.topsoe.com
Global regulations have reduced the permissible levels of particulate and hazardous gas emissions, making compliance costly and requiring companies to make substantial investments in
pollution control technologies. Our TopFrax™ catalytic ceramic
filters are the first in the world to introduce a combined process for removal of NOx, SOx, VOC, CO, dioxin, acid gases and
particulate matter enabling customers to meet increasingly
stringent regulations in a cost effective way. The TopFrax™
catalytic ceramic filters are produced at our Houston, Texas
facility for global emission control projects.

HarbisonWalker International
Booth # 7
1305 Cherrington Parkway, Suite 100, Moon Township,
Pennsylvania 15108
Phone: +1-412-375-6600
www.thinkHWI.com
HarbisonWalker International (HWI) provides the largest manufacturing capacity to the glass industry in North America. Over
85 years of research and development in the glass market have
enabled us to pioneer innovative glass solutions. Every day
around the world, our people and products stand up to the
challenges and pressures of every job. Our world-class refractory products perform to the highest degree. And by bringing
intensity, reliability and passion to work every day, we’re able to
provide superior value to our customers and their businesses.
H.C. Starck, Inc.
Booth # 303
460 Jay Street, Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: +1-517-279-9511
www.hcstarck.com
H.C. Starck, a leading global supplier of technology metals
from molybdenum and tungsten, has a diverse portfolio for
glass melting and photovoltaic industries. H.C. Starck’s products achieve outstanding resistance to chemical corrosion,
degradation, and minimal glass discoloration for large area
coatings, pharmaceutical, lighting, wind and solar applications.
We offer outstanding proprietary coatings to minimize oxidation and bubble formation during furnace commissioning.
H.C. Starck fabricates glass melting electrodes, crucibles, oxidation protective coatings, stirrers, mandrels, orifice plates, and
sheet/plate for tank reinforcement. Large diameter molybdenum tubing for quartz melting vessels and orifice plates are
extruded at H.C. Starck’s extrusion and forging facility.

78th Conference on Glass Problems (GPC)
including 11th Advances in Fusion and
Processing of Glass Symposium
November 6 – 9, 2017 | Columbus, Ohio
The exhibit and technical sessions will take place in the Greater
Columbus Convention Center. The Hospitality Suites will be
located across the street at the Hilton Columbus Downtown.
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EXHIBITORS
Heraeus Materials Technology
Booth # 403
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau, Germany
Phone: +1-201-647-8672
www.heraeus.com
Heraeus specializes in the manufacture of platinum, gold,
iridium, and specialty metal parts for the glass industry. With
over 150 years of experience in precious metals and worldwide operations, Heraeus has the capability to provide the
highest quality products in the most sophisticated designs.
Items include stirrers, liners, electrodes, crucibles, cladding,
and other custom designed parts, in high strength alloys and
grain stabilized materials, specifically designed for glass manufacturing. All of our products are backed by our expertise
and world-class technical support.
Holland Manufacturing Corp.
Booth # 205
PO Box 261, South Holland, Illinois 60473
Phone: +1-708-849-1000
www.hollandmanufacturing.com
Since 1973, the Holland Manufacturing Team has been
working toward our vision to be the most innovative, customer-driven refractory shapes provider in the industry.
Although relatively new to the glass market, Holland’s reputation for high quality and performance is quickly spreading
throughout all segments of the industry. Our carefully engineered refractory compositions—and proprietary ISO-Tuff
Manufacturing Process—allows us to produce shapes with
exceptional aesthetic qualities; impressive physical properties; and adherence to very tight dimensional tolerances.
Hotwork USA
Booth # 1
223 Gold Rush Rd., Lexington, Kentucky, 40503
Phone: +1-859-276-1570
www.hotwork.com
Worldwide supplier of glass furnace heating, expansion control supervision, regenerator sulfate burnout, glass draining
with hot water recycling, wet cullet filling, furnace cooldowns
and hold hots, and electronic crown rise monitoring. The
only continuous operating hotwork heatup company since
1965 and proud sponsor of The Phoneix Award Committee.
iIis gmbh
Booth # 307
Konrad-Zuse-Str. 22, 91052 Erlangen, Germany
Phone: +49 9131 974 7790
www.ilis.de
ilis develops, produces, and distributes software solutions,
measuring systems as well as automated test equipment for
quality assurance in the glass and optical industry. With the
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measuring and testing equipment of the StrainMatic™ and
StrainScope™ series, the company develops imaging polarimeter systems for the automatic and objective measurement
of residual stress in glass and plastics. BatchMaker™ and
Chroma™ provide the glass industry standardized software
solutions for simple and reliable calculation of batch recipes
and glass properties, as well as for transmission and color
measurement.

Johnson Matthey Noble Metals
Booth # 409
Gate 11, Orchard Road, Royston Hertforshire SG8 5HE,
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1763 253 000
www.noble.matthey.com/glass
We are a world leader in platinum group metal fabrication
and refining, investing in R&D to provide innovative technologies. With nearly 200 years’ experience working with
precious metals, we have an enviable reputation as a trusted
partner with an outstanding service.
Using our wealth of expertise, our tailored products are
made to an exceptional quality. They provide unequaled
resistance to corrosion from molten glass, minimizing costs
and maximizing benefits.
We are the only global fabricator with a holistic range of
complementing technologies for glass manufacturers; from
ACTTM coatings and reliable thermocouples, to durable platinum and iridium fabrications and linings.
J.T. Thorpe & Son, Inc.
Booth # 406
1060 Hensley Street, Richmond, California 94801
Phone: +1-801-231-5301
www.jtthorpe.com
J.T. Thorpe & Son, Inc. is the largest industrial refractory and
fireproofing contractor in the United States. Our capabilities
include engineering, design, project management, material
selection, scheduling, procuring, fireproofing and installing
refractory linings. We have a great deal of experience in
the refractory industry, having performed work in all fields
including glass, power, cement, minerals, refining, steel, aluminum, copper and chemical to name a few. JTT also uses
new technology and equipment to increase efficiency and
quality of refractory installations.

EXHIBITORS
Lahti Precision Oy
Booth # 102
Ahjokatu 4 A, PL 22, 15801 Lahti, Finland
Phone: +358 3 82921
www.lahtiprecision.com
LAHTI PRECISION – EXPERTISE THAT WEIGHS. Lahti Precision
Oy is one of the leading suppliers of glass raw material handling systems. Lahti Precision serves the producers of:
• Float glass, flat and figured glass
• Container and tableware glass
• Insulation and reinforcement fiberglass
• Solar glass / low iron glass
• Flat screen, TV and other technical glass
• Borosilicate and water glass, and other special glass
		 by supplying
		 – Complete batch plants and cullet systems
		 – Weighing, dosing and mixing systems and
			 components
		 – Control systems and components
		 – Cullet return systems
		 – Plant modernizations and control system upgrades
Represented in the USA by Argent Enterprises Inc.
(+1-724-499-5800; aeinc@windstream.net)
Lenox Instrument Company, Inc.
Booth # 210
265 Andrews Road, Trevose, Pennsylvania 19053
Phone: +1-215-322-9990
www.lenoxinst.com
Portable and fixed installation high-temperature Furnace
Camera Systems for monitoring inside glass manufacturing furnaces operating up to 4,250°F (2,345°C). Glass Melter Furnace
Cameras are used to safely view and optimize burner flame
geometry, monitor material mix, batch pile formation patterns, melting point, bubbler operation, molten glass surface
and refractory condition. Tin bath periscope systems extend
into the tin bath to observe the amount and level of trim being
produced and the function of the ADS or top knurl wheels.
L.G.P. International, LLC
Booth # 304
5401 Payne Avenue, Dearborn, Michigan 48126
Phone: +1-248-444-2289
www.glass-properties-lab.com
Laboratory of Glass Properties specialized on precise measurements of glass and melt properties for more than 50
years. Since 2002 we provide various glass testing services
under business name L.G.P. International. In addition to
measurements of high-temperature IR absorption, viscosity,
density, CTE, surface tension, and other physical properties
we perform development of high-performance glasses for
different applications (glass-to-metal seals, high-strength

fibers and sheets, low-DK fibers, IR-transparent glasses, thinwall containers). Mathematical modeling of glass forming
processes is an important area of our interest.

Luoyang Dayang High-Performance Material Co. Ltd.
Booth # 4
Songzhuang Development Zone, Mengjin, Luoyang,
Henan, P.R.China 471121
Phone: 0086 379 6707 1191
www.refractory-dy.com
Leading Chinese fused cast materials manufacturer, 10,000
tons/year salable products of AZS 33, AZS 36, AZS 41, α-β
alumina, and fused high zirconia in 88% and 95%.
Magnesita Refractories Co.
Booth #506
425 S. Salem Church Rd., York, Pennsylvania 17408-3611
Phone: +1-928-274-7552
http://magnesita.com
Magnesita is a full line vertically integrated supplier of
refractories. We have one of the largest and purist deposit
of magnesite in the world. We supplied refractories to many
different industries around the world.
Magnesita has provided refractories for the glass producing
furnace, including large flat glass furnaces, since 1950. Our
basic refractories line has excellent performance in regenerative chambers, walls and stacking, and is exported to companies around the world. For all the glass industry furnaces,
silica/alumina and alumina refractory systems meet, with
high performance, the needs of regenerative chambers and
chimney linings.
Magnesita currently has a complete portfolio to meet all customer demands in a glass furnace, including AZS technology.
We can provide a variety of options, from insulating materials to the working lining, going through magnesia, magnesia/
chrome, silica/alumina, high alumina brick systems and full
line of castables and mortars.
McGill AirClean, LLC
Booth # 9
1777 Refugee Road, Columbus, Ohio 43207
Phone: +1-614-829-1200
www.mcgillairclean.com
McGill AirClean has over 40 years of experience in engineering, manufacturing, and installing air pollution control equipment. In the glass industry alone, we have over 250 installations worldwide controlling many different pollutants such
as particulates, heavy metals, acid gases (SOx, HCl, HF, and
Boron), VOCs, and NOx. Our products and services include
dry and wet electrostatic precipitators, fabric filter systems
(including ceramic filters), spray dry and dry injection acid
gas scrubbers, regenerative thermal oxidizers, DeNOx reactors (SCR), mobile testing services, and parts and service.
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Mixer System, Inc.
Booth # 211
190 Simmons Avenue, PO Box 10, Pewaukee, Wisconsin
53072
Phone: +1-262-893-5315
www.mixersystems.com
Mixer Systems is an American manufacturer of four types
of mechanical batch mixers for the glass & refractory and
ceramic industries. Located near Milwaukee, Wisconsin USA.,
we have supplied over 3500 projects in 42 different countries
worldwide since 1945. The planetary mixer works like an egg
beater and provides excellent mixing action for colored batches or hard to mix applications where top to bottom mixing
action is critical to the end product. The horizontal shaft mixer
is a paddle or spiral blade mixer that is lower cost, lower maintenance than the pan mixers. The turbin mixer is a low profile,
pan mixer that features angled mixing paddles and it moves
in a circle for constant, intensive mixing action. The twin shaft
mixer has twin, horizontal shafts with six mixing paddles per
shaft. This is a very intensive mixer with mixing times as little
as 60 seconds and discharge times of 5-10 seconds.
Motim Fused Cast Refractories, Ltd.
Booth # 105
Timföldgyári ut 9-13. Mosonmagyaróvár, 9200, Hungary
Phone: +36 96 574 100
www.motim.hu
Motim Fused Cast Refractories Ltd., is recognized as a world
leader producing fused cast AZS and alumina refractories,
refractory castables. Our products are used in the glass
manufacturing furnaces. More than 95% of our turnover is
from export sales. Our traditional markets are Western and
Central Europe, but we are present with our products on all
continents of the World.
Represented in the USA by Argent Enterprises Inc.
(+1-724-499-5800; aeinc@windstream.net)
NALCO Water, an Ecolab Company
Booth # 314
1601 W. Diehl Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563
Phone: +1-630-305-2692
www.nalco.ecolab.com
Nalco Water is the global leader in water and hygiene
treatment technologies and services. We utilize our expertise and innovation to partner with our customers to save
water, reduce energy consumption, protect assets and
improve process operations. Our highly trained site engineers will work with you to develop an effective engineering solution that meets your corporate cost, production,
and sustainability goals.
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PaneraTech, Inc.
Booth # 402
4125 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 200, Chantilly, Virginia
20151
Phone: +1 703-719-9666
www.smartmelter.com
PaneraTech, Inc., is one of the most innovative sensor technology companies in the world, developing unique solutions
that far surpass expectations. We are pioneers in developing
the SmartMelter solution that measures and visualizes residual furnace wall thickness and identifies early stage glass
penetration into the insulation for preventive maintenance
and furnace life optimization.
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories Ltd.
Booth # 103
Holmfield, Halifax, West Yorkshire UK HX3 6SX, UK
Phone: +1-44 1422-254 472
www.parkinson-spencer.co.uk
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories Ltd manufacture and supply refractories, engineer products and systems for the
glass industry.
Products include:
Refractories Division
• Feeder forehearth refractories for all types of forehearths
• Dense bonded alumina glass contact blocks for the
		 distributor and forehearth
• Forehearth channel blocks in zircon-mullite
• Furnace blocks
• Pots for hand made glass industry
Technical Services Division
• Forehearth and distributor systems
• Forehearth and distributor combustion systems
• Forehearth and distributor control systems
• Special cord dispersal stirrer systems
Represented in the USA by Argent Enterprises Inc.
+1-724-499-5800 | aeinc@windstream.net
PCI Gases
Booth # 204
12201 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California 92503
Phone: +1-951-640-8748
www.pcigases.com
PCI Gases manufactures and sells on-site oxygen generators
ideally suited for the glass industry. It is estimated that over
20% of glass produced globally is melted using oxy-fuel technology. Oxygen is also used to reduce NOx emissions by 30-40%
in air-fuel melters via technologies such as Oxygen Enriched
Air Staging (OEAS). To expand the use of oxy-fuel and OEAS to
potential new users, PCI’s VSAs provide on-site oxygen using an
innovative approach to improve overall cost and reliability.

EXHIBITORS
Plansee USA
Booth # 408
115 Constitution Blvd., Franklin, Massachusetts 02038
Phone: +1-508-553-3800
www.plansee.com
Plansee is the largest fully integrated partner worldwide for
the glass industry – providing its customers with technically
advanced designs manufactured from our high performance
materials (molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum, niobium) which
result in excellent corrosion resistance, coarse grain structure, and the highest purity.
Plansee’s leading edge technologies and high performance
materials provide for an efficient glass melting process. Stop
by Plansee’s booth to discuss the features of their molybdenum glass melting electrodes, tank reinforcements, stirring
and gobbing equipment.
Plansee continues to contribute to making glass production
more effective and environmentally friendly.
Pyrotek, Inc.
Booth # 214
1285 Claremont Road, Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17015-9727
Phone: +1-717-249-2075
www.pyrotek.info/glass
Improve quality and performance, lower costs, and narrow
your vendor base with Pyrotek. A global company headquartered in North America, Pyrotek has experienced sales
engineers around the world, who will work with you and
your production team to decrease valuable time lost due to
poor performance of expendable fore hearth refractories, I.S.
machine parts and hot-glassware handling products.
Refractory Machining Services, Inc.
Booth # 201
610 East Butler Road, Butler, Pennsylvania 16002
Phone: +1-724-285-7674
www.refrmachserv.com
Sawing, grinding and assembling of refractory materials to
service the glass and steel industries.
RoMan Manufacturing™
Booth # 311
861 47th Street SW, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49509
Phone: +1-616-530-8641
www.romanmfg.com
RoMan Manufacturing™ designs, manufactures and distributes
a wide range of closely coupled, water-cooled, AC transformer
systems for a variety of glass manufacturing processes including: boosting, melting, bushing, finer, lehr, and forming. Close
coupled transformers are installed at the heat source, versus
air/oil cooled transformers which are installed anywhere

from 20 to 100 meters away. This helps reduce the high cost
of long and large copper bus bars and cables. It also, and of
equal or higher importance, greatly reduce voltage drops
due to resistance and reactance losses associated with air/oil
cooled transformers’ long cabling and copper bus bar systems.
Documented benefits of RoMan’s systems include: increased
product quality due to decreased harmonics, and increased
savings in energy, equipment cost and space requirements.
Our single and three phase transformers are available from
1 KVA to 15 MVA. We also supply switch gear, copper buss,
fin coolers, brass and aluminum castings and custom cut and
machined industrial composite (insulation) materials. Visit
www.romanmfg.com for additional information.

RoviSys
Booth # 410, HB 301, HB 303, HB 305
1455 Danner Drive, Aurora, Ohio 44202
Phone: +1-330-995-8103
www.rovisys.com
Engineering process control and information solutions for the
glass industry. We offer solutions on all major platforms and
technologies to meet your facility and corporate needs. From
your batch house through your hot end, and in your warehouse, RoviSys has improved glass manufacturing worldwide
for over 20 years.
Safety Controls Technology (SCT)
Booth # 411
6993 Pearl Road, Middleburg Heights, Ohio 44130
Phone: +1-216-502-1507
www.sct.us.com
Safety Controls Technology, Inc. (SCT) provides safety and
health services for glass demolition and rebuild sectors
including clients that have requirements to comply with
local, state or federal regulations. SCT is a woman-owned
business enterprise (FBE, DBE, SBA, EDGE) delivering comprehensive occupational and environmental engineering consulting services to both the public and private sectors.
SAFINA Materials, Inc.
Booth # 306
100 Hilbig Rd, Ste B, Conroe, Texas 77301
Phone: +1-936-828-3469
www.safinamaterials.com
SAFINA is a precious metal products manufacturer with a history dating back to the 1860s. SAFINA has long been a trusted
supplier to the world renowned Czech glass-making industry.
SAFINA’s products include platinum and Pt alloy crucibles, funnels, stirrers, plungers, and more. The company also makes a
full line of thermocouple wires for temperature sensing applications as well as platinum coated ceramic parts.
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S.I.G.MA. S.r.l.
Booth # 312
Via delle Grigne, 12/A, 22070, Locate Varesino (CO) Italy
Phone: +39 033 1823195
www.sigmaref.it
S.I.G.MA. Group, specialized in the production of refractory
materials for the glass industry since 1990, supplies the full
high quality range of materials for furnaces.
Thanks to two manufacturing facilities and continuous investments in state-of-the-art production equipment, S.I.G.MA.
Group is a leader in Europe in terms of capacity, prices and
lead times of shaped pieces.
Considering the growing demand of a faster and easier way
of acquiring products S.I.G.MA. Group recently developed an
e-commerce Refractory Shop to meet every need, both programmed and urgent, as well update it’s customers with regards
to product availability, special offers and technical innovation.
Somex
Booth # 108
Udaras Industrial Est., Ballyvourney, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland
Phone: +353 (0) 26 65770
http://somex.ie
Change is good.... if you are a glass container manufacturer,
quality assurance or laboratory manager who would consider
changing to an alternative equipment supplier for container
testing, I would look forward to meeting you at the conference.

We design & build automatic & semi-automatic configuration of
internal pressure test, vertical top load, pendulum impact etc.,
for testing glass containers. Reliability & life cycle cost are just 2
of the many reasons why some of the largest container manufacturers have validated and now use our testing machines.
....we don’t only build machines, we build relationships.

SORG USA
Booth # 301
2970 Valley View Drive, Toledo, Ohio, 43615
Phone: +1-724-366-6513
www.sorg.de
The SORG Group through their member companies can supply turnkey installations and equipment from raw material
delivery through the glass gob worldwide. This includes all
aspects of the furnace lifetime cycle. From sustainable designs,
construction, services, repairs, through demolition at the end
of the campaign. SORG through EME, Nikolaus Sorg GmbH
& Co. KG, and SKS delivers Made in Germany solutions to
all sectors of the glass industry. Our latest products include
the LoM burners and the BATCH3 system. LoM burners are
low momentum, low maintenance oxy-fuel burners. BATCH3
consists of the IRD® Doghouse, EME-NEND® chargers and the
proven Sorg® Batch and Cullet Preheating systems.
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Special Shapes Refractory Company, Inc.
Booth # 302
1100 Industrial Blvd., Bessemer, Alabama 35022
Phone: +1-205-424-5653
www.ssrco.com
Special Shapes Refractory Company (SSRCO) is a family owned
business that manufactures specialized, engineered pre-cast
refractory shapes utilizing SSRCO developed refractory mixes
for use in the glass industry. We offer grinding and finishing
services, quick turn-around times for emergency repairs, and
with our co-op partners, we can provide refractory solutions
that assist our customers for either “hot or cold” repairs. As we
move into our 30th year, SSRCO is still continuing to work on
refractory developments, both in refractory material and shape
designs that will continue to help our customers compete in the
global market.
Specialty Rondot, Inc.
Booth # 209
30 Montgomery Street, Suite 240, Jersey City, New Jersey
07302
Phone: +1-201-434-3600
www.specialtyrondot.com
Specialty Rondot is the industry leader in providing the most up
to date and advanced forming equipment to the container glass
industry. Our high quality equipment and precision instruments
implement the most advanced technology available today.
Specialty Rondot, a Groupe Rondot company, specializes in
servicing the container glass industry through the supply of
unique products and customized engineering solutions. The
product range is comprised of products manufactured by
Groupe Rondot companies such as Graphoidal, Rondot and
Sonicam as well as complimentary products from external
Principals such as Sheppee International, Pennine Industrial
Equipment and Heat-Up. Experienced sales engineers are
available to visit customers and discuss regular requirements
as well as potential efficiency and quality improvements
within the container glass manufacturing process. CAD
design services are offered for bespoke customer solutions
or modifications to standard equipment.

EXHIBITORS
Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporations (TNSC)
Booth # 2
Toyo Bldg., 1-3-26 Koyama, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 1428558, Japan
Phone: +1-81-3-5788-4746
www.tn-sanso.co.jp/en/index.html
For more than 40 years, TNSC has developed advanced oxygen combustion technologies in various industries with hundreds of successful installations and operation.
Our novel “OFB®” series oxy fuel burner technology can
significantly increase productivity, lower fuel consumption,
reduce NOx emission and extend burner life.
Furthermore, we have newly commercialized the oxygen burner for innovative glass melting process called “In-flight melting
process”. This technology would further improve your process.
Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo K.K.
Booth # 109
PGM Products Company, 7-3, Marunouchi 2-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 6422, Japan
Phone: +81-3-5222-1321
www.tanaka.co.jp/english/
Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo is Japan based precious metal manufacturer. We have obtained the leading share in the Asian
market for 135 years. TANAKA provides special platinum
material such as O.D.S. platinum (called nanoplat™) and we
are one of the world largest supplier of platinum equipment
for high-grade glass manufacturers such as LCD glass, optical
lenses, glass fiber, etc. This is our first time at GPC and we
are looking forward for your visit.
Tiama Americas
Booth # 313
P.O Box 350427 – Toledo, Ohio 43635
Phone: +1 314-374-3100
www.tiama.com
Tiama Americas, based in Toledo (USA), is the American
subsidiary of the French leader of inspection solutions: the
Tiama Group. Tiama is a global provider of real-time process
and quality controls for glass packaging industry.
50 year’s expertise for one-stop-shopping:
• Process monitoring solutions: I-Care (hot imaging), GIA
		 (Gob weight control), and the new range: “Tiama HOT
		 systems” (Hot mass, Hot move, Hot form…)
• Traceability solutions: laser code engraving and readers
• Article quality control: vision and carrousel technologies
		 with market references such as MCAL4, MULTI4 and MX4
• IT intelligence tools for analysis and management of plant
		 performances: “Tiama IQ range”
• Complete range of service activities: customer local
		 support, multilingual on-line spare-parts catalogs,
		 tooling, repairs, refurbishment

Toledo Engineering Co., Inc.
Booth # 10
3400 Executive Parkway, P.O. Box 2927, Toledo, Ohio 43606
Phone: +1-419-537-9711
www.teco.com
Toledo Engineering Co., Inc. (TECO) is a group of companies serving the worldwide primary glass industry since 1927. TECO has
in-depth knowledge of the entire glass manufacturing operation,
designing and building all types of glass melting furnaces (regenerative, recuperative, oxy-fuel, and electric melters). TECO has
experience in melting all glass types, including soda lime, borosilicate, alumina silicate, sodium silicate, etc., giving TECO the ability
to optimize your capital and operating costs. TECO is uniquely
qualified to discuss your glass manufacturing application.
Tri-Mer Corp.
Booth # 405, 407
1400 Monroe St., Owosso, Michigan 48867
Phone: +1-989-723-7838
www.tri-mer.com
Tri-Mer Corporation offers UltraCat Catalytic Filter Systems
that can be integrated with heat recovery and electrical
power generation superior to ORC. The UltraCat filters are
the only proven ceramic filter on the market, with over seven
years of operating history in glass. No other filter is made like
the UltraCat. Currently over 20 glass furnaces are meeting
regulatory requirements with the Tri-Mer UltraCat system.
Particulate (PM), SO2, HCl, metals, and NOx are removed in
a single all-in-one system. Acid gases such as SO2, HCl, and
HF are treated with integrated dry sorbent injection. NOx is
destroyed by nanobits of SCR catalyst embedded in the filter
walls when used in conjunction with integrated ammonia
injection. Tri-Mer offers turnkey services: design engineering,
in-house manufacturing, controls, CEMs, installation, startup, power generation, and aftermarket support. Tri-Mer is
the largest supplier of ceramic filter systems in the world.
Umicore AG & Co. KG (Platinum Engineered Materials)
Booth # 212
Rodenbacher Chaussee 4, PO Box 1351 63457 Hanau,
Germany
Phone: +49 6181 59-2010
www.pem.umicore.com
Umicore’s business unit, Platinum Engineered Materials, is a
global technology leader for either cast or FKS®Platinum materials based single-source, tailor-made, engineered system solutions to the special glass industries. We support key players to
reach the best possible performance with their special glass
production processes at the interface of our Platinum Group
Metal Components and its immediate periphery by means of
our Process Excellence Model. Process excellence translates
into total cost reduction (savings), increase of competitiveness
(solutions), and reduction of risk (security).
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United Recovery Services Group
Booth # 503
300 North Blackcat Road, Joplin, Missouri 64801
Phone: +1-417-437-6670
www.usassetsrecovery.com
URSG is a full service precious metal recovery company specializing in HF acid glass removal/cleaning of precious metal components used in the glass industry. We also offer component
disassembly services to recover precious metal from ceramic
parts. Full de-alloying of platinum rhodium parts/assemblies
with transfer of the metals back to your pool accounts with any
major PGM vendor is also a standard offering.
Usable Glass Strength Coalition, LLC
Booth # Registration Area
600 N. Cleveland Avenue, Suite 210, Westerville, Ohio
43082
Phone: +1-614-523-3033
www.gmic.org/ugsc
Most glass companies cannot independently support a fundamental research agenda to understand and improve the
usable strength of glass. However by working together with
pooled funding and shared risk, the opportunity to improve
the usable strength of glass is achievable. The UGSC supports fundamental, pre-competitive research on increasing
the useable strength of glass across all sectors; provides an
opportunity for researchers to develop expertise in industrial
applications; develops tools and measurement techniques
for the advancement of glass science; and publishes valuable
pre-competitive glass research in the public domain.
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Vesuvius
Booth #504
PO Box 1656, 753 Enterprise Rd., Dillon, South Carolina
29536
Phone: +1-843-774-6026
www.vesuvius.com/en-us
Vesuvius is a community of experts. Present around the
world, we deliver solutions to our customers to improve
their efficiency. The services we offer encompass design and
engineering, products and operations management. Our
global network of plants brings us within reach of our customers, serving them in real time, with the capacity and flexibility they need to respond to their markets’ demands.
Warner Power
Booth # 501
40 Depot St., Warner, New Hampshire 03278
Phone: +1-603-456-3111
www.warnerpower.com
Warner Power provides highly engineered power conversion
products and services that improve process reliability and
efficiency for the ceramics industry worldwide.
Zircar Refractory Composites, Inc.
Booth # 404
P.O. Box 489
Florida, New York 10921-0458
Phone: +1-845-651-2200
www.zrci.com
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David Boothe, President, Allstates Refractory Contractors, LLC;
C. Phillip Ross, President, Glass Industry Consulting International

Furnace Operations and Design Considerations for Longer
Campaigns

A discussion of operational tips, habits, and design considerations
to ensure productivity and enhance furnace life. How to avoid
problems before they threaten the safety and longevity of the
furnace and avoid catastrophes. Taking a furnace from day one to
8-10 years or more of quality glass production. A few examples of
over 40 years of furnace experience, good and bad, to be passed
along to the next generation. In many cases, manufacturing
companies are building and operating units that with little additional capital or forethought, could be much more profitable and
productive in the long run. The considerations mentioned in this
presentation are meant as ideas, suggestions, and tips to enhance
both long term productivity and furnace life and avoid some of
the catastrophic episodes we have seen over the years.
This paper could be elongated to become a seminar, but is meant
to cover some of the most important issues we have seen currently and in the past. The importance of its control.

stretched and folded until they are virtually invisible. Thermal homogenization relies on mass exchange. This poses the question:
what stirrer geometry is both fluid‐dynamically efficient as well as
considering a multitude of other requirements such as low precious metal weight, longevity and robustness. In a project carried
out by Umicore‐PEM, the flow inside a stirring cell was studied by
CFD‐analysis and predominantly by physical simulation in order to
develop an advanced stirring device. Cord was simulated by colored tracer liquid at different locations in a glucose model and different stirring concepts were tested and compared. The exercise
revealed valuable insight into how the glass flow should be affected and what geometry an efficient stirrer should have when it
can be made from strengthened PtRh‐alloy. Finally, the study led
to the development of the ARCtwister, a modular, self‐supporting
stirrer made from oxide dispersion strengthened FKS®PtRh‐alloy.
The stirrer creates a unique S‐curved flow characteristic moving
the glass volume vertically. It also transports the glass horizontally
from the outside to the bowl center and vice-versa.
This concept provides very efficient homogenization even at low
speeds. Its combination of stiff stirring members, tubes, arcuated
blades and helices create an extremely rigid framework allowing
for thin precious metal wall thicknesses.

James Crowe, Principle Product Specialist, Johnson Matthey, PLC;
Roger Wilkinson, Principle Metallurgist, Johnson Matthey PLC

The ARCtwister is a prime example of successful problem solving
on many levels…

Extending the Life of Fused Cast Ceramics

• The product’s homogenization functionality derives from fluid
dynamic research.

Johnson Matthey PLC is a company that has been involved with
precious metals since 1817, accumulating a vast amount of knowledge and experience. Development of a precious metal coating
technology (ACT ®) has been on-going since the 1990s. In recent
years the research focus has shifted from consumable refractories
(O-rings, tube stirrers, etc.) to fuse cast AZS furnace blocks. This
has been driven by glass manufacturers looking for a solution to
excessive refractory wear. This wear impacts both furnace life and
glass quality. Until recently, the coating could only be applied to
machined fused cast AZS surfaces. This paper details the latest
innovation of applying the coating to the “as-cast” surface of fused
cast AZS blocks and includes:
• Micro-graphical analysis and comparison of “as-cast” and
“machined” AZS surfaces
• Details of the latest innovations in the laser pre-treatment process
• Examinations of the latest innovations in spraying technology
• Results of a three year plant trial
Alexander Fuchs, Manager Applied Technology, Glass Industry
Solutions, Umicore AG & Co

Fluid Dynamics Analysis Leading to Innovative Glass
Homogenization Device “ARCtwister”
Quality of the glass melt prior to feeding is determined by thermal and compositional homogeneity across the feeding channel.
Achieving that homogeneity with stirrers made from precious
metals as well as from refractory is a widespread method in the
glass industry. Homogenization of glass melts by stirring happens
under laminar flow conditions due to the low Reynolds‐numbers. As the glass viscosity conditions do not permit turbulence,
good homogenization is hard to achieve. Compositional differences such as cords cannot be fully dispersed, they can only be

• The design follows the principles of lightweight construction providing maximum stiffness with minimum use of precious metal.
• Modular placement of the stirring members allow the concept
to be used in various glass vessels, in different sizes and stirring
characteristics.
Michael Gaubil, Ph.D., Senior Scientist Glass Refractory Expert
Manager, Saint Gobain CREE; Olivier Bories, Ing, SEFPRO Fused
Cast R & D Engineer, Saint Gobain CREE; Isabelle Cabodi, Ing,
SEFPRO Fused Cast Refractory R & D Group Leader, Saint Gobain
CREE

Nondestructive Analysis of Low Thickness AZS FC Tiles for
High Performance Bottom Paving Solution

Based on SEFPRO R&D knowledge on microwave technology
to analyze internal structure of AZS fused cast soldier block, we
developed new tools to be able to prevent blind area obtained with
conventional radar wave’s analysis on small thickness tiles. We will
present the advantages of this new technique to obtain reliable
internal structure pictures of AZS fused cast tiles used in bottom
paving application for containers of float glass furnace. We will
discuss the results we obtained and compare them to conventional
radar analysis in term of reproducibility and performances. With
the strength of this microwave technology, we can guaranty the
high corrosion resistance of our fused cast tiles. Combined with
tight joint machining and our double layer refractory mortar solution, SEFPRO is able to propose a reliable high performance bottom
solution even in specific conditions such as high insulation to prevent heat loss, electrical boosting, or extra white glass melting.
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Tunç Görüney, Ph.D., Lead Engineer – Energy & Combustion
Systems; Neşet Arzan, Chief Senior Project Engineer – Energy
& Environment, Şişecam; Hwanho Kim, M.Sc., Senior Research
Associate, Air Liquide; Taekyu Kang, Ph.D., Staff Scientist, Air
Liquide R&D DRTC; Süleyman Koç, Development Director, Paşabahçe; Osman Öztürk, Plant Manager; Luc Jarry, Glass and Metal
Worldwide Market Manager, Air Liquide; Xavier Paubel, Combustion Domain Manager, Air Liquide ALTEC; Youssef Joumani, Ph.D.,
R&D Expert ‐ Combustion Group, Air Liquide R&D

Oxy-fuel Tableware Furnace with Novel Oxygen and Natural Gas Preheating System

As the global demand for natural gas continues to rise and environmental regulation targets become increasingly stringent, glass
manufacturers are faced with the challenge of reducing costs for
melting glass under a variety of operating constraints without
compromising glass quality and productivity. This enabled a stronger demand among glass manufacturers to invest in innovative
waste heat recovery schemes and energy‐ and emission-reduction technologies. In order to position well in light of these recent
trends, Şişecam undertook an effort to implement ALGLASS
HeatOx technology offered by Air Liquide to its 200 ton per day
oxy‐fuel tableware furnace (Furnace B) in Paşabahçe Bulgaria EAD
plant, leveraging a co‐funding by European Commission LIFE+
program. Oxy‐fuel combustion technology is already proven in the
industry to increase production, decrease fuel consumption, and
reduce emissions, while maintaining or even increasing product quality; by reducing or eliminating the introduction of inert
nitrogen into the furnace. HeatOx technology further extends the
aforementioned benefits of oxy‐fuel combustion technology by
preheating cryogenic grade gaseous oxygen and natural gas via
recovery of otherwise‐waste heat from flue gas using an intermediate heat transfer fluid, i.e. air. This paper will share experiences
from the field including erection, start‐up, and operation phases;
present most up‐to‐date energy and emissions performance in
2016, and significant milestones and installation steps achieved
towards the implementation of a fully operational HeatOx system—a world first at this scale, and type of glass production.
Peter Hemmann, Ph.D., President, STG Combustion Control
GmbH & Co KG; Lucie Jouve, Product Manager – Hot End Area,
TIAMA

Design of Optimal Control Strategy for Predictive
Compensation of Gas Quality Fluctuations in Glass

More and more glass melting furnaces are facing increasing fluctuations of the natural gas composition. Keeping stable furnace
temperatures requires suitable sensors and burner technology,
but also an appropriate control strategy that compensates for the
impact of gas quality modifications in a predictive way.
A Classical Temperature and RATIO Control or gas flow modification based upon the WOBBE index are not sufficient.
This paper concerns the sensors, burners and control algorithms
for a PLC based control system, taking into account the physical
and chemical relations and limited accuracy of most control information that is involved.
For predictive compensation of gas quality fluctuations we have
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to do three jobs at the same time:
a) Consider the impact of the gas density on the gas flow
measurement,
b) Identify the right setpoint for gas flow, considering the net
calorific value of the gas, but also the modified energy losses
from the flue gases and the modified energy inputs from the
preheated air flow – it means the net calorific value and the
thermal efficiency have to become active and variable control
parameters,
c) Stoichiometric ratio of oxygen or air to gas is a function of the
gas composition and it needs to be considered in a predictive
way – with correction by Lambda Control for any air ingress or
air loss accordingly.
Depending upon a given burner design, we have to add:
d) Impact of modified burner impulse due to different gas flow,
e) Impact of combustion dynamics due to a different gas
composition.
The paper presents a design for an appropriate control strategy
for glass melting furnace combustion systems, to reach stable
temperatures and a stable glass Redox situation, based upon a
realistic accuracy of the measurement of the gas quality.
There are also experiences about how to combine a WOBBE index
based control for forehearth and feeders with the furnace control
based on the net calorific value – using the same equipment to
measure the actual gas quality.
Mathieu Hubert, Ph.D., Glass Scientist/Glass Technologist, CelSian Glass & Solar B.V.; Anne Jans Faber, Senior Scientist, CelSian
Glass & Solar B.V.; Hande Sesigur, Glass Technology Director, Sisecam; Sven-Roger Kahl, Manager Glass Technology, Ardagh Glass;
Estela Alejandro, Physical Chemistry Laboratory Manager, Vidrala
S.A.; Terutaka Maehara, Ph.D., Assistant Manager – Melting Solution Function, Asahi Glass Co.

Impact of Redox in Industrial Glass Melting and Importance of Redox Control

The color of a glass is mainly determined by the valency state of the
multivalent ions it contains. Controlling the oxidation state of the
melt is therefore a crucial parameter in the production of colored
glasses, in terms of color stability. The redox state of the melt also
greatly influences the fining processes and thus the final quality of
the product. In addition, the redox state of the coloring species in
the melt at high temperatures affect the radiative heat transfers
from the combustion system to the molten glass, and can therefore have a significant impact on the energy consumption of the
furnace. Amongst the most largely produced type of glass, amber
glasses owe their specific coloration to the presence of a so‐called
amber chromophore, a complex between a ferric iron and sulfides
(Fe3+‐S2‐). When chromium is added to glasses containing an
amber component, colorations such as feuille‐morte, olive green,
or antique green can be obtained. Tuning the total chromium
content and the redox state of the melt are key issues in controlling
these colors, and only slight variations in these parameters may
lead to dramatic variations in coloration and process instabilities,
hence to substantial production losses in industrial melting tanks.
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In this paper, the key parameters governing the redox and stability
of industrial glasses, and especially reduced glasses with an amber
component, are presented. Special attention is given to the role of
chromium on the color stability of iron‐ and sulfur‐containing glasses in reduced conditions. Experimental results obtained in the lab
are correlated to theoretical calculations and practical observations
in industrial melting tanks. The results and observations presented
highlight the crucial role played by redox in industrial glass making,
and the importance of its control.
Gerald Hunt, Flue Gas Treatment Specialist, Lhoist North America; Melissa Sewell, Director Flue Gas Treatment, Lhoist North
America

Sorbacal® – A Simple Solution for Acid Gad Compliance

The landscape of environmental regulations in the U.S. is complex
and continues to evolve. State and Federal regulations as well as
air permits mandate increasingly more stringent emission requirements for various hazardous air pollutants for both new and
existing facilities for a number of acid gas species (i.e. SO2 HCl HF,
SO3) as well as mercury (Hg) and particulate matter. As a result of
the need to comply with these stringent emission limits, there is a
growing desire for a low cost/easy-to-install solution. Dry sorbent
injection (DSI) technology is a low capital cost solution with a relatively small equipment footprint, low power consumption and easy
to retrofit to a majority of existing facilities. As the DSI technology
has matured the systems have become more reliable and the
advancements in calcium based sorbent of the physical properties
of Lhoist’s Sorbaccal® SP and SPS enhanced hydrated lime products
have demonstrated upwards of 90% SO2 and 95+% HCl / HF reduction with DSI technology over a range of applications. This paper
will present data from DSI demonstration testing performed at SO2
and HCl control at a variety of applications using Lhoist’s enhanced
hydrated lime products.
Holger Kreilkamp, Group Manager “Optics”, Fraunhofer IPT; Olaf
Dambon, Ph.D., Head of Department “Finemachining & Optics”,
Fraunhofer IPT; Fritz Klocke, Prof. Dr. Ing. E.h., Head of Fraunhofer
IPT, Fraunhofer IPT

Non‐isothermal Glass Molding of Complex LED Optics

The advantages of LED lighting, especially its energy efficiency and
the long service life have led to a wide distribution of LED technology in the world. However, in order to fully use the great potential
that LED lighting offers, complex optics are required to distribute
the emitted light from the LED efficiently. Nowadays, many applications use polymer optics which can be manufactured at low costs.
However, due to ever increasing luminous power which goes along
with increasing temperatures and UV radiation, polymer optics
reach their technological limits. Due to its outstanding properties, especially its temperature resistance, resistance against UV
radiation and its long term stability, glass is the alternative material
of choice for use in LED optics. However, growing demands for
complex yet low‐cost glass optics pose a major challenge for glass
manufacturers. Companies are continuously being confronted with
the challenge arising from the trend towards increasingly complex

geometries, ever higher levels of precision combined with a fast
changing market and immense pressure on market prices.
This research is introducing a new replicative glass manufacturing
approach, namely non‐isothermal glass molding (NGM) in which
glass preforms are reheated and molded into its final shape. New,
flexible mold concepts are introduced to account for the optics’
ever increasing complexity. Besides, alternative mold materials in
combination with ultra‐precision mold manufacturing technologies,
namely ultra‐sonic assisted diamond turning are used to guarantee highest form accuracy of the used molding tools. The key to
success for a fast time to market is the integration of FEM simulation at the early stage of process development, which will also be
presented in this research.
David Kuhn, Manager, Systems Innovation & Integration, Corning Incorporated; Jeffrey Ahrens, Advanced Controls Innovation
Manager, Corning Incorporated; Michelle Pastel, Manager, Technology & Engineering Development, Corning Incorporated

Smart Manufacturing for Continuous, High-Technology
Glass Production

Smart manufacturing systems have been described by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as “fully‐integrated,
collaborative manufacturing systems that respond in real time
to meet changing demands and conditions in the factory, in the
supply network, and in customer needs [1].” These systems, which
include data management and data analysis, provide real‐time
actionable information that can be used to optimize and build
system intelligence into manufacturing operations. The ability to
utilize smart manufacturing systems is essential for high‐technology
glass production. In liquid crystal display applications screen resolution, material strength, weight, and shape are all elements that
require advanced manufacturing to produce industry leading glass
products. Timely measurements, data analysis, process models,
and process controls are key components of a smart manufacturing
framework as is the integration of these components through the
automation of manufacturing tasks and the digitization of workflows that include both machines and human users. As with any
continuous production process, these technologies are important
for achieving high quality and high yields in glass manufacturing.
This talk will describe the smart manufacturing approach, the
needs that it satisfies, and benefits that may be realized. Further,
a smart manufacturing framework that applies to continuous
production of high‐technology glass will be described. This will
be illustrated through examples where novel advanced process
controls are enabled through data integration, measurements, and
modeling to improve process performance.
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Stefan Laux, Dr. Ing., Director R&D, Praxair, Inc.; Uyi Iyoha, Ph.D.,
Associate Director Business Development, Praxair, Inc.; KT Wu,
Ph.D., Development Professional, Praxair, Inc.; Sho Kobayashi,
Ph.D., Corporate Fellow

will be explained, calculation and modeling results will be given to
illustrate the advantage against the conventional melting technology, and also against alternative heat recovery systems.

Advanced Heat Recovery for Oxy-Fuel Fired Glass Furnaces with OPTIMELT™ PLUS Technology

Mark Powys, Project Manager, Gallo Glass; Erik Muijsenberg,
H.P.H, Glass Service, Inc.; Robert Ballinger, Technical Manager,
Gallo Glass; Dan Armagost, Senior Manager, Gallo Glass; Robert
Bodi, Glass Service, Inc.; Josef Muller Glass Service, Inc.; David
Jaroslav, Glass Service, Inc.; Glenn Neff, Vice President, Glass
Service USA

Praxair’s OPTIMELT™ regenerative Thermo‐Chemical Regenerator
(TCR) system was first demonstrated on a 50 tpd container glass
furnace in September 2014 and has been operating reliably since
then. The technology stores waste heat from the hot oxy‐fuel flue
gas in regenerator beds and uses this energy to reform a mixture of
natural gas and recirculated flue gas to hot syngas which is combusted with oxygen in the furnace. Operation of the TCR system
on the 50 tpd furnace resulted in ~16% to 18% reduction in energy
consumption compared to the baseline oxy‐fuel furnace, flue gas
temperature reduction from 1,500°C at the furnace exit to about
650°C after the TCR, and the recovery of about 60% of the sensible
heat in the flue gas. To further improve the performance of the system, the TCR technology is being further advanced by combining it
with another heat recovery step to more efficiently recover waste
heat and cool down the flue gas to about 400°C. This advanced
heat recovery system, OPTIMELT™ PLUS TCR technology, recovers
about 75% of the sensible heat in flue gas.
This paper will summarize two years of extensive operational experience, performance, and maintenance requirements of the TCR
system on the 50 t/d commercial container glass furnace. In addition, the technical concept including detailed engineering design,
technology implementation and balance of plant equipment of the
advanced OPTIMELT™ PLUS TCR technology will be presented for a
240 t/d container furnace.
Matthias Lindig, Dr. Ing, Manager R & D, Nikolas Sorg GmbH Lohr

SORG Furnace Design Solution Breaks the 3G1/t Benchmark Limit

Glass melting furnaces are counted among the high energy
consuming industrial fabrication facilities. Improvements of the furnace design aiming for energy savings is a continuous demand of
the glass manufacturers. Greenhouse gas emission reduction and
actions against global warming are today´s additional demands, becoming more and more of a driving force for further investigations.
There are a lot of approaches and inventions aiming for more
energy efficiency. Most of them were not implemented full scale
since a visible improvement was not achievable with the proposed
solutions. The fast melting does not necessarily come with more
energy efficient operation.
The Sorg Company has done considerable investigations on more
energy efficient concepts. One of the key issues was a very comprehensive description of the heat transfer from the heat source to
batch and glass. The final Sorg concept for the high energy efficient
melter is characterized by a high pull conventional melter with a
special pre-melting section. This concept allows a more convenient
heat transfer and energy exploitation. The first installation following the idea of this new concept has already demonstrated the
benefit. The specific energy consumption of less than 3GJ/t glass
was already achieved. Further improvements will be possible with
a more enhanced installation built on the basic idea. The concept
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Gallo Glass - Energy Reduction with Model Based Predictive Control
The paper will describe how Model Based Predictive Control
(MBPC) was implemented at Gallo Glass in the USA on three of
their four furnaces. Furthermore, MBPC is being implemented in
one of the new furnaces of Gallo.

A well designed furnace (and forehearth) can be controlled in the
economical optimum with MBPC. MBPC optimizes energy input,
keeping the balance between temperature stability, glass quality,
and energy consumption. Operating the furnace using flexible gas
firing and electric heating/boosting with fully automatic MBPC allows the glass producer to operate the furnace in the most optimal,
cost-effective way.
The technology can bring energy costs savings in range of +/- three
percent (3%).
Andy Reynolds, Managing Director, Fives Stein

New Oxy-Combustion Crown Design for Efficient Flue Gas
Heat Recovery

Oxy combustion in glass melting tanks has the particular advantage
to create a reduced amount of flue gas compared to aero-combustion. Still, quite some energy is contained in the flue gas when
leaving the tank at the typical temperatures of 1,450°C (in the case
of soda-lime glass melting).
For this reason, special heat recovery tank sections have been proposed in the past to recover a part of this energy by exchange with
the batch blanket. The drawback of such zones is the increased
tank length with additional wall losses that quickly set back the
advantage of better energy recovery from the flue gas.
It is crucial for the economic viability of a heat recovery tank section that a high mean heat flux from the flue gas to the batch blanket is achieved. This heat flux must stem uniquely from the flue gas,
and not from parasitic radiation from the crown and flames of the
tank center. In the past, this has been solved by separation walls.
However, the addition of this separation wall has limited benefit for
the heat recovery from flue gas.
In order to create a sufficient radiative heat flux from the flue gasses, it was traditionally believed that a larger gas volume is required
in order to achieve a good emittance. A detailed internal study revealed that this is not an appropriate approach for the optimization
of the heat flux from the flue to the batch blanket.
It revealed that the best arrangement for a high impinging radiative
flux to the blanket is a reduced crown height!
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Dean Thomas, North American Sales, HarbisonWalker International; Bryn Snow, Manager-Applications Glass-Technology,
HarbisonWalker International; Timothy Close, Research Engineer,
HarbisonWalter International

High Performance Superstructure Concept for Container
Glass Furnaces

Superstructures in container glass furnaces are critical to the performance of the melter. The key performance indicators of a melter
influenced by a superstructure are: glass quality, furnace life, and
energy efficiency and emissions. Using a combination of available
technologies enables furnace designers to address all key performance indicators of the melter. When compared to traditional
technologies, high quality sintered AZS materials provide engineering alternatives that result in more energy-efficient melters, and
improved glass quality, while maintaining the desired campaign
life. High emissivity coatings enable heating of a melter to operate
more efficiently, lower emissions through the stack, and improve alkali resistance of the hot-face refractories. Combination of sintered
AZS materials, high emissivity coatings, and strategic design of the
refractory lining will impact all of the key performances indicators
making a high performance superstructure possible.
Simone Tiozzo, Junior Project Manager, Stazione Sperimentale de
Vetro; Walter Battaglia, Head of the Environmental Department;
Stazione Sperimentale de Vetro; Alessandro Migatta, Analyst
Environmental Department; Stazione Sperimentale de Vetro;
Roberto Dall’lgna, Head of the Energy and Furnaces Department,
Stazione Sperimentale

Optimization of Combustion Settings: An Energy Efficient
Approach to the Reduction of Emissions by Glass Melting
Furnaces

The adoption of the Paris Agreement in December 2015 by more
than 190 countries marks an historic milestone in the climate
change prevention and environmental protection awareness all
over the World. Being an extremely energy intensive sector, the
glassmaking industry is going to be faced with increasing pressure
to lower its specific energy consumption, and thus its production of
CO2, and to decrease even more its NOx and SOx emissions.
To achieve this goal, many technological “upgrades” are being
developed, such as new compact flue gases treatment systems
capable of unprecedented efficiencies and durability, or advanced
systems for more extensive recovery of waste gases heat.
The first step in reaching a better energy efficiency and a lower
production of NOx, SOx and CO2, however, is to simply exploit at its
fullest potential, the equipment already installed in each furnace,
running it in the most optimized way possible.
To support the glass producers in this task, Stazione Sperimentale
del Vetro (SSV) has developed an experimental approach for the
fine tuning of the burners of glass melting furnaces, leading to sizeable NOx and SOx emissions reductions, and to slightly improved
energy consumption (and thus CO2 production).

a tailored series of maneuvers and incremental modulations of
parameters such as: combustion ratio and injection pressure of
each burner, nozzle design and diameter, relative angles of injection between fuel and combustive, distribution and shaping of the
flames over the melt, furnace pressure, etc.
James Uhlik, Director of Technical Services; Toledo Engineering
Co., Inc.; Christopher Hoyle, Vice President – Technical Director;
Toledo Engineering Co., Inc.

Plant Audits – Case Studies of Design, Engineering, Construction, Operation Problems and Solutions

The case study examples will be selected from audits performed
at these type of manufacturer’s factories: float, container, lighting,
and fiberglass. Problems and solutions include refractory design/
selection, wear issues experienced during the campaign, hot repairs and temporary engineering solutions, and operational process
adjustments. The intent is to illustrate real-world production problems, practical solutions, and the value of non-resident process
reviews. This typically results in defect reduction and campaign life
extension through applying principles of operation optimization
and improved maintenance techniques.
Oscar Verheijen, Ph.D., Consultant, CelSian Glass and Solar B.V.;
Marco van Kersbergen, Glass Technologist, CelSian Glass & Solar
B.V.; Stef Lessmannm, Glass Technologist; CelSian Glass & Solar
B.V.

Improving Energy Efficiency of Glass Furnaces

Since the beginning of the 20th century major steps have been
realized in improving energy efficiency of glass melting furnaces.
Energy consumption values for container glass went down from
typically 10 GJ/ton to about 4 GJ/ton (normalized at 50% of cullet).
Although the largest share of potential energy savings have been
accomplished, the majority of glass furnaces operate at energy
levels over 40% higher than feasible.
To support the glass industry in further reducing energy costs
and improving process sustainability, CelSian applies a systematic
approach to determine energy efficiency performances of industrial glass furnaces and to quantify the energy savings potential for
individual glass furnaces. Different methods and software tools are
developed and applied to assess and improve glass furnace energy
efficiency. These methods include energy-efficiency benchmarking,
industrial validated glass furnace energy balances, and simulation tools to optimize glass furnace design and operation, and to
improve on regenerator design, and advanced process control
technologies.
This paper discusses the various components of CelSian’s “energy
efficiency improvement platform” with emphasis on industrial
assessment of glass furnace energy balances and prediction of improvement in glass furnace energy efficiency by means of calibrated simulation models. The paper is illustrated by means of a series
of industrial examples.

In particular, depending on the furnace design and degrees of freedom, the optimization of combustion settings is reached through
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Chris Windle, Technical Manager, DSF Refractories & Minerals,
Ltd.; R.A. Webster, Ph.D., Development Research, DSF Refractories & Minerals

Tin Bath Evolution and Future Development: A Case of
Blood, Sweat, and Fears

Since the advent of the float glass process devised by Sir Alastair
Pilkington in the early 1950s, the performance of the tin bath has
been crucial; indeed fundamental to product quality.
Profitable exploitation of the float glass process commenced in the
early 1960s, while ever increasing campaign objectives and production output over the following decades imposed high demands on
the tin bath blocks.
The problems encountered with tin bath block were all unique;
they required extensive investigation, novel thinking, and a truly
collaborative approach between the glass maker and refractory
manufacturer. In addition, the kinetics of many undesirable effects
were extremely slow, taking years to become apparent. Therefore,
the “fear” that many baths could be affected by the same problem
as block compositions were common to all.
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Mutual development continues today as new issues manifest, and
expectations of 20 years’ minimum operation are realized.
Tin bath blocks are a key intrinsic component of the bath construction; they have a direct positive or adverse impact on glass quality.
An inappropriate composition for the bath block can lead to a multitude of problems which result in lost production, and high cost
issues. The right formula of bottom block will provide continuous,
trouble-free production for many years.
The issues encountered through the decades are well known—
tadpoles, a glassy refractory deposit attached to the underside of
the glass ribbon with a tail extending for hundreds of feet; open
bubble defect, hydrogen pulled preferentially through the block
(thermal transpiration) bursting through the tin; 7” splitting, constrained stress leading to fracture and the liberation of refractory
slabs, and finally nepheline flaking, a consequence of the reaction
between the alumino-silicate bath block and sodium ions from
the glass ribbon.

Our in-house melting experts can help you improve
combustion to increase glass production, reduce fuel
consumption, improve glass quality, and reduce emissions.
Including NOX, SOX, CO2 and particulate matter every day.
From the very first oxygen enrichment applications

To make glass better,
put us in the mix.

to our latest Cleanfire® burners, we’ve delivered safe,
low-emission oxy-fuel solutions for over 50 years. And,
right now, in addition to providing reliable gas supply, our
team is optimizing production for hundreds of furnaces
all over the world.
Call 800-654-4567 to put the skills and experience
of our global team to work for you. When you want
improved melting, add one key ingredient. Us.

tell me more
www.airproducts.com/glass
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